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ABSTRACT

In my dissertation I demonstrate a variety o f  innovative and strategic constructions 

o f non-individualistic identity by analyzing the works o f important Asian American and 

Native American writers. These writers* Maxine Hong Kingston, Eric Chock, Cathy 

Song, Leslie Marmon Silko, James Welch, and Joy Harjo, offer alternatives from the 

dominant culture’s understanding o f  who we are and how we are Americans in the late 

twentieth century. Escaping from the cult o f  the rugged individual, the writers assembled 

here explore the possibilities o f  tribal self. Tribal self is self that is interdependent on 1) a 

community, 2) a home place, 3) a history. I focus on how each writer develops his or her 

own version(s) o f tribal self by analyzing with “double vision.” Coined by Henry Louis 

Gates, Jr., double vision is theorizing that considers the relationship between how subjects 

represent themselves and how they are represented within the dominant culture. To 

accomplish this, I approach each work with culturally specific perspective as well as 

literary theoretical perspective (mainly, new criticism, feminism, and postmodernism).

The works covered are Kingston’s The Woman Warrior, and Tripmaster Monkev: 

Chock’s Last Days Here: Song’s Picture Bride. Silko’s Ceremony, and Storyteller; 

Welch’s Winter in the Blood: and Hatjo’s The Woman Who Fell from the Sky. She Had 

Some Horses. Secrets from the Center o f the World, and In Mad Love and War.
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INTRODUCTION

“Through the stories we hear who we are”

—Leslie Marmon Silko

The quest for knowing oneself is an ever ongoing, ubiquitous journey that has led 

different individuals and cultures to different destinations and self-definitions. In my 

study, I trace journeys to self-knowledge and identity traveled through the path-ways o f 

Asian American and Native American literature in the intimately connected forms o f 

poetry, fiction, and autobiography. The works selected here are challenges not only to the 

limiting boundaries o f  individualistic identity, but to the limiting boundaries o f genre and 

American literature as well.

In order to be an adequate critic o f  these two emergent American literatures, I will 

use what Henry Louis Gates, Jr. calls “double vision.” Double vision is theorizing that 

takes into consideration “the relation between, on the one hand, how the subjects are 

constructed or represented to themselves and, on the other, how they are represented 

within the cultural dominant.” The critic needs to be aware o f the interweaving o f a text 

and its cultural and intercukural contexts. This is necessary to avoid becoming the 

margin’s worst threat, not assimilation or dissolution, but homogenization—becoming 

objectified monolithically as the Other. My intent is to show how Asian American and 

Native American literature may each be read with double vision. I will demonstrate how 

they may each be appreciated as different traditions o f the American Others that have the
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subversive potential to transform deeply, not only the American literary tradition, but also 

the American sense o f self. In order to do these, two questions are central to this project :

1) How shall we acknowledge the necessity o f the notion o f identity without being limited 

by it?

2) What are specific ways o f  representing identity that might be empowering to 

marginalized groups and other Americans as well?

The task o f  knowing and articulating the self has never been easy because it 

requires digging for one’s personal roots, tangled not only among one’s cultural roots, but 

often deeply buried in the ground o f pain. The pain is recorded often in stories, sometimes 

in history, and even in the silence o f what some writers call “blood memory.” But for all 

the writers assembled in this study, this ground o f pain becomes the same ground o f 

healing and beauty. In this paradoxical place, opposites meet to reveal a single face. This 

face is sometimes that o f one’s kindred, sometimes that o f the community o f all beings, 

but always the true face o f  the self-seeker as well.

Unlike many European-based cultures. Native and Asian American literatures 

express and advocate a sense o f individual self that exists only as part o f  a larger whole or 

social context.1 In fact, the very word “self’ takes on new meaning, rather than an 

immutable, autonomous entity, self here is an interdependency, unstable, and contingent 

upon context. These works subvert the destructive American ideal o f the rugged 

individual driven by the desire to acquire personal property, power, and freedom from 

responsibility and tradition. This is the self-made man whose drive has also succeeded in
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erecting emotional and spiritual walls against other people and nature. Although it may 

be argued that there has been an American literary tradition that questions this ideal, I do 

not see it offering any concrete, viable alternatives. I am thinking particularly o f the 

canonized works by authors like Melville, Fitzgerald, Miller, T. S. Eliot, even Whitman.2 

On the other hand, a plausible alternative exists in Native and Asian American literature’s 

representation o f tribal self.

But before going any further, we need a better idea o f what exactly is meant by 

“tribe.” As many have asserted:

“ Tribe”...is a loaded term. In the rhetoric o f European expansionism 

during the heyday o f colonialism, it was used as a disparaging label for 

indigenous peoples whose political organization did not exhibit the 

hierarchical, centralized authority o f a  state. In this pejorative sense, “tribal” 

was contrasted with “civilized.”

But tribe also refers to a genuine kind o f  polity, a group that 

anthropologists describe as being bounded and distinct from its neighbors to 

some degree, capable o f a measure o f  coordinated political action, yet 

lacking a stratified central structure. Many indigenous peoples do not exhibit 

this cohesion, their highest sovereign units being families or more extended 

groups o f kin.3

The creation o f  tribes was often the result o f colonial expansion, then governmental 

control.

V
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What is interesting then, is how many Asian American writers and particularly 

Native American writers can speak so unproblematically and proudly about tribe and tribal 

self. In my study, I will show how Leslie Marmon Silko, James Welch, and Joy Haijo 

have appropriated this largely imposed, disempowering identity and have transformed it 

through literature into examples o f empowered identity. For them, the tribal no longer 

signifies stereotypes o f primitivity, but rather, a sophisticated and deeply-rooted world 

view. The versions o f  tribal self that these writers invoke are simultaneously traditional 

and subversive, anti-assimilationist and yet adaptive to change. “Tribe” within this new 

literary context becomes a metaphor for transformation and empowerment, the movement 

from represented objects to representing subjects. “Tribe” reimagined in this way, also 

befits Asian Americans. This is because like the early label o f  “tribe,” the designation 

“Asian American” is “an externally imposed label that is meant to define [heterogeneous 

ethnic groups] by distinguishing [these groups] from other Americans primarily on the 

basis o f race rather than culture.” 4 And like the reclaimed “tribal," “Asian American” 

has ceased being a lie based on stereotypes to become transformed into a strategic identity 

that helps dissolve “historical differences among formerly antagonistic national groups 

over conflicts played out on another so il” Asian American tribalism can help people put 

aside historical, nationalistic conflicts that had obscured common bonds and opportunities 

for commuDication, and appreciation o f differences between groups. I will be showing 

how Maxine Hong Kingston, Eric Chock, and Cathy Song explore different manifestations 

o f this form o f  identity.
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How tribal self is manifested depends on any given author’s specific context and 

cultural traditions. But for now, generally envisioned by Native and Asian American 

writers and scholars, tribal self is self that is interdependent on:

1) a community

2) a home place

3) a history.5

I will be developing the complexities o f these defining terms as I discuss each writer in this 

work. The variations o f tribal self range between opposite poles o f exclusivity and 

inclusivity. At the end o f the pole o f exclusivity are the very sharply defined groups, like 

the Laguna Pueblo, Hawaiian “locals,” and Frank Chin’s “real” Asian American writers. 

This kind o f  identity tends unfortunately to take the self-defeating position o f “us vs. the 

world.” Near the middle are clustered the phenomena o f  pan-Indianism, Asian America, 

people o f color, third-world feminism The tribal selves dependent on these phenomena, 

for all their complexity, still manage to bring together and empower many who might 

otherwise have no political clout alone. Kingston best seems to illustrate the strengths o f  

this identity position. And finally, at the tip o f  the pole o f  inclusivity is the version o f 

tribal self that resembles the Zen Buddhist idea o f self. This form o f  self is the most 

expansive. Self is perceived as interdependent with all people, all forms o f  nature, and all 

forms o f history. This is vision o f  a Zen tribal self that is shared by Cathy Song and Joy 

Haijo.
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This dissertation is divided into two main parts o f three chapters each: part I 

discusses Asian American writers; part II, Native American writers. In the first chapter I 

examine how Maxine Hong Kingston in Woman Warrior complicates the notion o f 

identity in autobiography and opens up new possibilities o f constructing identity for 

Chinese American women. The second chapter analyzes Kingston’s latest novel 

Tripmaster Monkey, as I examine the politics o f aesthetics in her challenge to American 

culture and its representations o f  Asian Americans. Forming the last chapter o f  part I is a 

discussion o f some Asian American writers in Hawaii. Here I discuss the strategic use o f 

tribalism in the “local” poetry o f Eric Chock and the expressions o f  Zen tribal self in the 

poetry o f  Cathy Song.

Beginning part II, I explore the contrasting approaches o f  Leslie Marmon Silko’s 

Ceremony and James Welch’s Winter in the Blood to both modernist and oral traditional 

discourses. Both novels offer difficult identity choices to their protagonists. In the next 

chapter, I analyze Leslie Marmon Silko’s Storyteller as an autobiography o f a tribal self. 

And finally in the last chapter, I discuss Joy Haijo’s evolving idea o f  the leap from “the 

edge” o f identity and imagination necessary to achieve both a tribal identity and survival 

into the next century.
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. Notes

1 Like many others, Gary Okihito points out that “Individualism is a Western, 

Judeo-Christian concept alien to African, Asian, Chicano, and Native American 

traditions....” From “The Idea o f  Community and A ‘Particular Type o f  History,” 

Reflections on Shattered Windows, ed. Okihiro, Hune, Hansen, Liu (Pullman, WA: 

Washington State UP, 1988) 176.

2 I agree with Nina Baym’s assessment that American works have been 

traditionally canonized on the basis o f  how well they told the story o f masculine 

individualism and heroism. See her “Melodramas o f Beset Manhood: How Theories o f 

Fiction Exclude Women Authors” in Elaine Showaiter’s Feminist Criticism (New York: 

Pantheon Books, 1985): 63-80.

3 Neil Whitehead and R. Brian Ferguson, “Deceptive Stereotypes about ‘Tribal 

Warfare.’” Chronicle o f Higher Education. 10 November 1993: A48.

4 This quotation and the following one are both from King-kok Cheung’s 

Articulate Silences (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993) 22. Cheung is responding to the first 

statement by Elaine Kim in Asian American Literature (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1982) 

x ii

5 I have consulted the following works in developing my own idea o f tribal self: 

Paula Gunn Allen, The Sacred Hoop (Boston: Beacon P, 1986); William Bevis, “Native 

American Novels: Homing In,” Recovering the Word, ed. Swan and Krupat (Berkeley: U 

o f California P, 1987); Maxine Hong Kingston, Trinmaster Monkey fNew York: Knopf,
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1989); Arnold Krupat, Etbnocriticism (Berkeley: U o f California P, 1992); Russell Leong, 

“Poetry in Earshot.” Amerasia Journal 15.1 (1989) 165-193: Kenneth Lincoln. Native 

American Renaissance (Berkeley: U o f California P, 1983); Duane Niatum, “On 

Stereotypes,” Recovering the Word, ed. Swann and Krupat (U o f  California P, 1987) 552- 

262; Leslie Marmon Silko, “Landscape, History, and the Pueblo Imagination,” Antaeus 51 

(1986) 83-94; Uba, George, “Versions o f Identity in Post-Activist Asian American 

Poetry,” Reading the Literatures o f Asian America ed. Lim and Ling (Philadelphia:

Temple UP, 1992) 33-48. I will engage this work in greater detail in the chapters which

follow.
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. .  ■ ■ ■ ■ /  ; . . 1 : . ' ■ ■ ■  ■

Storyteilmg and AmM vaieat GEaostes

C oastnactiag Identity  in Masime Hong IC iigston’s The W om an W arrio r

For the narrator o f Kingston’s The Woman Warrior, language and imagination 

become the necessary weapons for survival and the materials for creation o f  an authentic 

Chinese American woman’s identity. She creates herself through exploring her mother’s 

oral storytelling tradition referred to as “talking-story.”1 This allows her to make her way 

through absurd American and Chinese realities, populated by literal and metaphoric 

ghosts. In the process, she discovers a world o f  strangling, hostile oppositions: I /  Other, 

Chinese / American, victim / survivor, fiction / fact. These oppositions threaten to tear 

her apart, by forcing her to silence one side for the other, or adopt the stereotypical 

objectification o f  a  “dual personality.”2 Instead, through the act o f “talking [ghost] story,” 

she constructs a  new identity that is betwixt and between categorical oppositions and 

which affirms multiplicity and differences.3

Subtitled Memoirs o f  a Girlhood among Ghosts, The Woman Warrior intertwines 

concerns about autobiography (which involves the creation o f self) and ghost story (which 

involves the creation o f  a fantastic other).4 Although these may sound unrelated, 

Kingston brings the two together in her representation o f  woman word warriors who are 

both self-created human beings as well as apparitions o f  language and fantasy. Therefore, 

in this paper I will first discuss how Kingston deals with problems o f  identity, then move
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on to her use o f the ghost metaphor in storytelling to destroy oppositions and to create a 

new form o f  identity.

The world o f Kingston’s text is an existentialist one—where the creation o f identity 

is o f  crucial importance. The existential world is absurd and contingent, that is, it is 

unpredictable, meaningless and ultimately unknowable. Similarly in the surreal world o f 

Woman Warrior, people drift in and out o f fantasy and fact like phantoms in hometown 

ghost stories. This is a place where the narrator is driven to scream at her mother (but 

perhaps more at herself), ‘T don’t want to listen to any more o f your stories; they have no 

logic. They scramble me up.....I can’t  tell what’s real and what you make up.”5 This 

anxiety-inducing context forces Kingston to take the responsibility and the freedom, to 

create meaning for herself She suggests that because this world is alien to us, the 

imagination may be the sole frame o f reference and source o f  reality; only the carefully 

imagined self has meaningful reality. To be a human being within this world then, one 

must make a commitment to creating one’s own identity; it is only then that one’s actions 

can become truly meaningful While it is possible to define oneself and derive self-worth 

through the gaze o f  the other, it is an act o f bad faith. By not creating one’s own identity, 

one chooses to  be an instrument, an object that exists to be used by others. In  other 

words, if  one does not define oneself one will be defined by others. In  Kingston’s case, 

(or that o f any minority) she would run the danger o f  becoming a stereotype: an invention 

o f  the dominant culture. To accept a stereotype imposed upon oneself is to allow others 

to objectify one and deny one’s humanity, rendering one’s possibilities nonexistent or
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invisible. Those who do not have a self to assert must react solely within the confines o f 

their externally imposed identities. In this way one becomes merely a ghost o f  a human 

being, an “other” who lacks power and whose actions are meaningless. In Woman 

Warrior, through the lives o f  ghostlike, victimized women, we see the tragic effects o f not 

having an original, self-created identity. But we will also see how survivors or warrior 

women assume ghost masks o f invisibility in order to explore their freedom and power.

Kingston’s autobiography, set in this existential context, can be seen as a search 

for and a creation o f identity in a world lacking coherence. Many comentators have tried 

to find coherence in the coming together o f  oppositions in this work. For instance, 

Margaret Milter points out the significance o f  Kingston’s knot-making metaphor for her 

self and text. Milter argues that the knot Kingston “finally ties is made up o f  Chinese and 

Chinese American strands; its design however, is distinctive^ her own” (14). I would 

like to argue that while dialectical oppositions are important to understanding self and 

text in Woman Warrior. Kingston also creates a new hybrid identity from three older 

forms o f  identity: the Western individual self, the Chinese tribal self and the Chinese 

individual self.

The Western identity is best embodied in the genre o f  autobiography, which by 

definition is the attempt to recreate the self through language, while asserting the value o f 

the individual6 In this way, Kingston must create a Western identity which is based on 

showing oneself as unique and standing apart from other people. Although this 

individuality seems based on self-reliance, this kind o f  identity is constituted by the gaze o f
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the Other. In other words, in autobiography, the Western individual is revealed to be 

purely public—a persona designed to get approval from a particular audience.

The second kind o f  identity in Woman Warrior exists in traditional Chinese culture 

where one is recognized as an inseparable part o f a community. The Chinese tribal 

identity illustrated here depends on the oral tradition (“talking-story”), village, and kinship. 

The oral tradition, which exists through the participation o f many tellers sharing a tribal 

identity, ensures continuity and maintains values and definitions o f  what is real and normal 

for the group. Women in particular, “heavy and deep-rooted” are expected to talk-story, 

and “keep the traditional ways” (9). Kinship in broad terms means “All the village were 

kinsmen” and that “in a population that has but one hundred surnames [ejverybody has 

eight million relatives” (13). But more specifically, kinship is based on the patrilineal 

system and the production o f proper male heirs: “a family must be whole, faithfully 

keeping the descent line by having sons to feed the old and the dead, who in turn look 

after the family” (15). Kingston adds a new twist to Chinese tribal identity by “talking- 

story” in writing, making the “village” Stockton, California, and most importantly, by 

creating a  different form o f kinship. She does this by locating herself within a matrilineal 

system—an ancestral community o f  Chinese and Chinese American women: some blood 

relations, others mythical, some honored, others unsung. Their stories, or rather the 

stories that she tells o f  them, form a large part o f  the autobiography and suggest both that 

Kingston is within a tribal identity and a tribal identity is within her. So if  she were purely
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within this system, without this line o f women she would be nothing—a “No Name 

Woman.”7

Very different from the aforementioned identities that stress a person’s relationship 

to a group, the third style o f  identity that appears in the book comes from Taoist 

philosophy which stresses the solitary inner self Contrary to the tribal Chinese identity, 

one seeks not to become a part o f the group, or to “stand apart from the crowd” as does 

the individualist Westerner. Rather, one seeks to outwardly blend into the anonymity o f 

the crowd. What is important is having a public persona that makes you invisible or even 

undesirable so that you can go through the world unnoticed.

To make this clear, Chuang Tzu gives the parables o f  the useless tree, and the 

empty boat.8 To summarize, in “The Useless Tree,” someone criticizes Chuang Tzu’s 

teaching o f  ideal identity by paralleling this self to an ugly, useless tree which no one 

notices. Chuang Tzu counters that the tree is useless and invisible only to the perceiver; 

more importantly, the tree, like someone who assumes this identity, attracts no danger 

because “No axe or bill prepares its end. / No one will ever cut it down” (36). In “The 

Empty Boat,” Chuang Tzu advises it is best to be like an empty boat “crossing the river o f 

the world.” The perfect human being, he says:

will flow like the Tao, unseen, / He will go about like Life itself 

with no name and no home. / Simple is he, without distinction.

To all appearances he is a fool. /  His steps leave no trace. (115)
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Cultivation o f this kind o f  public identity allows one to be free from the control and 

expectations imposed by the gaze o f the Other. The ideal here is to adopt a strategy o f 

public invisibility, to put on a ghost mask. As a ghost, by not needing to answer to others, 

one can realize one’s inner strength and power to create one’s self and world, as woman 

warriors do with language and imagination in “talking [ghost] story.”

Unfortunately, this is an impractical form o f  identity. The young narrator discovers 

this for herself when she makes herself “invisible” by not making herself attractive and 

making all boys into brothers:

I used to add “brother” silently to boy’s names. It hexed the boys, who 

would or would not ask me to dance and made them less scary and as 

femiliar and deserving o f benevolence as girls. But, o f  course, I hexed 

myself also—no dates. I should have stood up, both arms waving, and 

shouted out across libraries, “Hey, you! Love me back.” I had no idea, 

though, how to make attraction selective....If I made myself American- 

pretty so that the five or six Chinese boys in the class fell in love with me, 

everyone else—the Caucasian, Negro, and Japanese boys—would too. 

(13-14)

A  bigger drawback to Taoist identity is that it may work better for men. Kingston is fully 

aware that during bad times, in both tribal and western cultures, the normally ignored, 

invisible people suddenly stand out as targets for scapegoating. This seems to be what 

happened to the No Name Aunt who “might have escaped ...severe punishment” had it
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been “a time o f large grain yields and peace, when many boys were bom, and wings were 

being built on many houses” (15). Or if  the Japanese were not bombing the Chinese, the 

village crazy lady probably would not have Wen murdered by her own people.

Kingston creates a hybrid self out o f these three forms o f identity and by 

deconstructing a world made o f oppositions. She accomplishes this through her use o f the 

ambivalent metaphor o f the ghost. In the western sense o f identity, ghosts are invisible, 

fictional beings who are therefore not a part o f the self. They lack importance, reality, 

and logic. All the Chinese women, stories, traditions could also be classified as Other

worldly ghosts in America. For the Chinese tribal sense o f identity, in terms o f living 

people, the ghost is a misfit, someone that transgresses social boundaries. Because they 

are outside o f  cultural categories and because no one will talk publicly about them, they 

don’t officially exist. Therefore, crazy people, family members who bring shame upon 

their families, non-Chinese, and Chinese American ‘Talf-ghosts” all have the invisibility or 

non-status o f  ghosts. But in the case o f  Taoist individualist identity, the invisibility o f the 

ghost is a metaphor for an ideal way o f  Wing. In this light, it is best to mask oneself like 

the women warriors, “powerless outside, but powerful inside.”9

The ghost then is a paradoxical metaphor representing simultaneous power and 

powerlessness. Kingston uses ghosts to acquire power and identity by breaking down 

categories and appropriating parts o f  the three forms o f  identity that she needs. She uses 

American individualism in terms o f  autobiography, to make Wrself public, and thus visible 

and human in American terms. Yet, sW breaks the rules o f  autobiography and its
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definition o f  what constitutes a human being by using ghosts to define herself. And 

though she adopts a Chinese tribal self, she violates tradition by basing this self on a 

genealogy o f  women. Women in the traditional system are considered unimportant, the 

invisible support system for men, and at best, mothers o f sons. As other villagers in 

Stockton inform the narrator, females are less valuable than even geese and cowbirds. By 

narrating the stories o f  her female precursors, she rescues them from ghostly silence, and 

validates them and herself And finally while accepting the Taoist ideal o f  a powerfiil 

ghost identity, she looks at the formerly unconsidered advantages and dangers for women 

using the mask o f a ghost.

Interestingly, it has been argued that masking oneself with powerlessness is a 

cross-cultural American phenomena in real life, literature, and autobiography. Bonnie 

TuSmith comments:

“America is a land o f  masking jokers,” [Ralph Ellison] informs us. Franklin 

posed as Rousseau’s Natural Man, Hemmingway as a  nonliterary 

sportsman, Faulkner as a farmer, and Lincoln as a simple country lawyer 

—’’the ‘darky’ act makes brothers o f  us all.” {Shadow 70 in TuSmith 50)

So by playing ghost, while subverting traditional identity forms, Kingston also partakes in 

a tricksterish tradititfon o f  American invented self In  a related way, she also follows in a 

tradition o f  third world feminism that emphasizes the necessity o f creating a mask for 

oneself, “making face” rather than wearing the false feces o f stereotypes imposed by the 

dominant culture.10
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Another powerful aspect o f  Kingston’s ghost metaphor is that it functions like 

paradox by disrupting oppositions and defying boundaries between: worlds o f 

autobiography and fiction, the Chinese and the American, and female victims and woman 

warriors. Nearly anyone can fit the description o f  a ghost as I have shown through 

Kingston’s breakdown o f  what constitutes identity, and nearly everyone in the text is 

called a ghost or has the invisibility o f otherworldliness (even if  it is Chinese or American 

reality, rather than a supernatural one). Even Kingston’s real life woman warrior, her 

indomitable mother. Brave Orchid, is a ghost within America. Although she is solidly 

respected as a doctor in China, has an excellent grasp o f  the Chinese language and a 

strong sense o f  identity, America has no place for her. She is not allowed to practice 

medicine, and cannot speak English, so she is implicitly a ghost. To the public, she is the 

unintelligible force driving her embarassed children into unacceptable, or “unAmerican” 

behavior, like threatening to “throw dog blood” or demanding “reparation candy” from 

white drug store workers who unknowingly violate Chinese tradition (197).

To counter the opposition o f  autobiography versus fiction, Kingston creates an 

autobiographical self that is formed from weaving together ghost stories and fictionalized 

real life experiences. This gives the autobiographical self who narrates a ghostfy, 

ambiguous relationship to Kingston, the person. In this way, through this narrator, 

Kingston invents herself as a  ghost in a childhood world “thick with ghosts” to 

paradoxically more fully assert herself as human being. By human being, I mean in the 

sense o f one who has taken the full responsibility and freedom to have an original
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relationship to self and the world. The ghost self empowers Kingston to float effortlessly 

through the wall between the world o f  autobiography and the world o f  fiction. This ghost 

self, the young unreliable narrator who ostensibly wants an orderly world and a clear-cut 

sense o f self undermines her own intentions by “taQdng-stoiy.” In the same breath that 

she says: ‘T continue to sort out what’s just my childhood, just my imagination, just my 

family, just the village, just movies, just living,” she also says o f  the monstrous, retarded 

man, “Perhaps I made him up, and what I once had was not Chinese-sight at all but child- 

s i # ” (239).

The second opposition, o f Chinese versus American, is also problematized by 

ghosts. The borderline world into which Kingston carries us is divided. It lies both in 

China, the ancestral homeland that the narrator has never seen, and in her birthplace, 

America, which her mother denies full reality. The tug o f  the two places, and the 

opposing divisions within each place threaten to tear the young narrator apart. She is not 

certain how to position herself to establish an identity. On the one hand, China represents 

for her unresolvable complexities, the ghostly, fluid world o f  her mother’s stories, a place 

she dreads because she fears ending up a slave there. On the other hand, America is solid 

and factual, where she can “major in science or mathematics” (186). She explicitly rejects 

Chinese ways for American life when she says:

I learned to think that mysteries are for explanation. I enjoy the 

simplicity. Concrete pours out o f  my mouth to cover the forests with 

freeways and sidewalks. Give me plastics, periodical tables, TV dinners
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with vegetables no more complex than peas mixed with diced carrots.

(237)

Elsewhere in the book she ridicules Chinese culinary customs through grotesque 

descriptions o f  people eating the brains o f  live, screaming monkeys, or o f  “the squid eye 

[that kept] appearing at breakfast and dinner until eaten” (108). Though she seems to 

reject outright her Chinese side, the narrator’s glorification o f American culture sounds 

merely ironic. The reader is not convinced that the logic and simplicity o f  American TV 

dinners, plastic, concrete, math and science are superior or appealing. This is especially 

true when these bland symbols o f  America are contrasted against the richly imaginative 

talk-story tradition o f  Brave Orchid and her daughter. In this way, Kingston undermines 

an explicit rejection o f  Chinese culture, and implicitly celebrates it. By using irony, she 

can position herself on both sides, and like a ghost, ignore boundaries between worlds, 

and undermine the structure o f  opposites that implies the need to choose to be either 

Chinese or American. What she does, then, is destroy the simplistic opposition between 

Chinese and American, and open up the possibility o f  a Chinese American identity.

The final opposition that I will discuss, is that o f  victim versus survivor in the 

options o f identity open to women. These are two opposing role models given to the 

narrator by her mother. Brave Orchid tells her daughter that she “would grow up a wife 

and a slave, but she taught me the song o f the warrior woman. Fa Mu Lan—I would have 

to grow up a warrior woman” (24). It is the narrator’s goal to transform the relation 

between the two role models by being a powerful ghost, one whose “mind [is] large, as
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the universe is large, so that there is room for paradoxes” (35). Brave Orchid best seems 

to embody this ideal because she is a living paradox. She is a victim: “a wife and a slave,” 

a ghost in America, but also a survivor: a woman word warrior who names ghosts, and 

teaches her daughter to have the strength o f  mind to tolerate paradoxes. The narrator 

admits, “I saw that I...had been in the presence o f great power, my mother talking-story” 

(24).

But before she can adopt this identity, the narrator has to acknowledge the 

community o f  women o f  which she is a member. The main women who make up her 

autobiography are either victims or survivors. What differentiates the two kinds o f  

women are their relation to language and imagination. Women are victims when they lack 

the inner strength to create themselves. By not being able to “talk [ghost] story/' they 

become ghosts themselves. The No Name aunt is not only punished by silence, but 

suffered wordlessly, able to translate her anger only by committing “spite-suicide” in the 

family's drinking water. She becomes “the drowned one, [the] weeping ghost [who] 

waits silently by the water to pull down a substitute” (19). This is the central ghost story 

o f  Woman Warrior. This is what drives the narrator to create herself in the first place to 

avoid becoming a substitute for a nameless ghost.

The warrior woman and all the other survivors on the other hand, appear as 

harmless, phantom-like women while embodying the “great power” o f  language. Fa Mu 

Lan suffers in her training to avoid becoming a blank page, an unintentional ghost, 

someone whose identity is imposed by someone else. Rather, she suffers in order to be
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both the text and its translator. The narrator says, “the idioms for revenge are ‘report a 

crime’ and ‘report to five families.’ The revenge is the vengeance—not the beheading, not 

the gutting, but the words,” revealing that language can be more effective than violence 

or the self-violence o f the No Name Woman (63).

The narrator and her mother are survivors chiefly because although they are like 

ghosts in America, they are also “champion talkers.” Brave Orchid is always telling 

stories, especially dealing with ghosts. She embroiders colorful details into her 

experiences, like when she tells the story about fighting the sitting ghost. What emerges 

from this is evidence o f  great storytelling ability—from her account o f  her shamanistic 

journey through a vast spirit world: “I died for a while. 1 was wandering, and the world I 

touched turned into sand. I could hear wind, but the sand did not fly. For ten years I lost 

my way....But I returned. I walked from the Gobi Desert to this room...” to the detail 

about the sound buckets o f  exorcism oil, alcohol, and dog’s blood make when lit: “‘Whup. 

Whup.’ My mother told the sound o f new fire so that I remember it” (85, 88).

The narrator follows in her mother’s footsteps by taking her mother’s and 

relatives’ stories and twisting them into complicated designs.11 One incident that shows 

this most clearly is the episode where Brave Orchid forces Moon Orchid to meet her long 

estranged husband. In the next chapter the writer admits that she made up most o f the 

heartrending story because she only heard a short, thirdhand account o f  the event. Yet her 

account is so vivid, we want to accept it as what realty happened.
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On the other hand, the victims: No Name woman and the quiet girl tortured by the 

narrator suffer violence in silence and unreality. They are both are nameless, speechless' 

female characters who for the most part are blank screens at the mercy o f  other people 

and particularly the narrator’s vivid imagination and self-projections. Because the 

narrator knows so little about her No Name aunt, she can only identify with her through 

self-projections. The real aunt is still an unknown, unspeaking ghost. The reader only 

knows the No Name Woman through the contradictory stories o fher by the empathetic, 

but unreliable narrator. The narrator has an opposite emotional reaction to the quiet girl. 

While being oddly similar to the quiet girl (nameless, Chinese American, and poor at 

sports, fighting, and speaking), she feels no self-identification, just annoyed impatience and 

contempt. These emotions and the girl’s passive, silent, blankness enables the narrator to 

torture her one strange evening after Chinese school.12

In the case o f  Moon Orchid, another victim, her inability to use language creatively 

to deal with the mysterious American world destroys her. Moon Orchid uses language to 

reflect her American surroundings mindlessly like a mirror. In Chinese, she repeats 

everything she sees:

Now she is taking a machine off the shelf She attaches two metal spiders 

to it. She plugs in the cord. She cracks an egg against the rim and pours 

the yolk and egg white out o f the shell into the bow l She presses a button, 

and the spiders spin the eggs. (162-3)
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Although initially comic. Moon Orchid becomes a tragic figure Mien her experiences in 

America become too complicated to be repeated in Chinese—like her traumatic meeting 

with her husband and dealing with other ethnic Americans. She becomes paranoid and 

obsessed with murder. It seems inevitable that she go insane because as “Brave Orchid 

explained to [her] children, ‘The difference between mad people and sane people...is that 

sane people have variety when they talk-story. Mad people have only one story that they 

talk over and over’” (184). The narrator also comments th a t‘T thought talking and hot 

talking made the difference between sanity and insanity. Insane people were the ones who 

couldn’t explain themselves. There were many crazy girls and women” (216). Besides 

being able to speak the language o f  one’s home place, Kingston suggests that for a 

woman to survive as a sane human being, she must be able to talk-story w ell

In fact, the ability to use language and imagination to create a strong inner self is 

the central difference between the survivor and the victim. Kingston shows how survival 

for the Chinese American woman calls for adopting a  ghost identity and “talking [ghost] 

story.” That is, to  use story to name and control ghost-ridden America and China, as well 

as to create one’s Identity as a subversive ghost who seems powerless on the outside, but 

is powerful on the inside.

In the final chapter, “A Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe,” two important events 

take place. In  the first one, the narrator does battle with her own victimizing silence that 

has made her a ghost with her family and the outside world, by getting into a shouting 

match with her mother. Only by talking on equal terms with her mother does she become
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her own person and make possible the second important event. This event is the 

collaboration with her mother in the combination literary narrative and talk-story about the 

grandmother who loved drama, and Ts’ai Yen.

While the first story gestures to the continuity o f  three generations o f  women who 

deeply understand the value o f  language and imagination, the story o f  Ts’ai Yen suggests 

more. This last story parallels the narrator and her mother’s life stories by bringing 

together the experiences o f being women, victims, survivors, and caught between worlds 

like ghosts. Ts’ai Yen was a Chinese poet forced to live in a Barbarian culture. She 

suffered silently for a long time because she could not understand the foreign ways and 

language until one day she was able to articulate her emotions and ghostly alienation into a 

beautiful song that was a synthesis o f both Chinese and Barbarian cultures:

...a song so high and clear, it matched the flutes. Ts’ai Yen sang about 

China and her family there. Her words seemed to be Chinese, but the 

barbarians understood their sadness and anger. Sometimes they thought 

they could catch barbarian phrases about forever wandering. (243)

Like that song. Woman Warrior becomes a celebration o f  Kingston’s vision o f Chinese 

American women’s identity—a unique harmony created with imagination and language 

from a cacophony o f  oppositions.
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N o te

1 Kingston picked up the term “talking-story” from Hawaiian pidgin English during her 

residence in the islands.

2 The sinister stereotype o f the “Dual Personality” is a recurring idea for the Aiiieeeeei 

editors. Chin and Chan in “Racist Love” define it as: “The so-called ‘blending o f East and 

West’ divides the Chinese-American into two incompatible segments: (1) the foreigner 

whose status is dependent on his ability to be accepted by the white natives; and (2) the 

handicapped native who is taught that identification with his foreigness is the only way to 

‘justify’ his difference in skin color.” Seeing Through Shuck, ed. Richard Kostelanetz, 

(New York: BaEantine, 1972): 72. The Aiiieeeeei editors wrongly accuse Kingston o f 

accepting this stereotype. I will prove otherwise.

3 King-Kok Cheung gives an excellent reading o f  Woman Warrior’s use o f silences and 

“double-voiced discourse” to undermine a similar set o f  oppositions that I ’ve named. See 

Articulate Silences. (Ithaca: Cornell UP. 1993174-100.

4 Most commentators have classified the book as an autobiography or a memoir. Bonnie

TuSmith argues persuavefy that the “distinction between autobiography and memoir is
,  . - -

crucial” to interpreting Woman Warrior and points out that Kingston may be strategicalfy 

blurring the two. See All Mv Relatives (Ann Arbor: U  o f Michigan P, 1993). For some 

other opinions see Suzanne Juhasz’s “Narrative Technique and Female Identity,” in 

Contemporary American Women Writers. Rainwater and Scheick, eds.(Lexington: UP o f 

Kentucky, 1985): 172-189; Margaret Miller’s “Threads o f Identity in Maxine Hong
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Kingston’s Woman Warrior.” Biography 6 (1983): 13-33; and Roberta Rubenstein’s 

“Bridging Two Cultures,” in Boundaries o f the Self (Urbana: University o f  Illinois P, 

1987): 164-185.

5 Maxine Hong Kingston, The Woman Warrior. (New York: Random House, 1977), 

235. All subsequent references to this edition will appear in the text.

6 The autobiography and the western individualist self have come under attack from 

many sides as promoting a Christian-based and ultimately destructive attitude. For 

instance, the Ailieeeee! editors see Chinese Americans who write in the autobiography 

genre as expressing racial self-contempt, that is, confessing to the sinfiilness o f all that is 

Chinese and seeking assimilation and redemption through white acceptance. See The Big 

Aiiieeeeei (New York: Meredian P, 1991): xi-xvi. Coming from a mythological point o f  

view, John Lash criticizes the western individual self and its Christian roots: “what 

characterizes the modem world is the dominance o f  ‘person’ as a fixed and exclusive 

entity. Largely owing to the bias o f Christian theology, we have come to revere the 

person as singular and unique, the ‘one’ who possesses or embodies an immortal soul not 

present in any ‘other’. Indeed, we are fanatically attached to this precious conception o f 

ourselves.” Twins- and the Double (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993): 57. This 

criticism is partly echoed by Leslie Marmon Silko in Ceremony who makes clear her 

criticism o f  Christianity as promoting a destructive individualism in tribal cultures: 

“Christianity separated the people from themselves; it tried to crush the single clan name.
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encouraging each person to stand alone, because Jesus Christ would save only the 

individual soul....” (New York: Penguin, 1977) 68.

7 Woman Warrior perhaps more than any other book I have come across brings out the 

inherent dangers o f  tribal identity: pressures to conform, the deadly scapegoating o f 

individuals who can’t or won’t conform, and the impossibility o f  a private life.

8 From Thomas Merton’s translation o f Chuang Tzu. The Wav o f  Cfauang Tzu (New 

York: New Directions P, 1965)35-36, 114-115.

9 O f course powerlessness and invisibility isn’t complete, but strategic. Sometimes it is 

necessary to armor the self from the gaze o f  the Other, sometimes one must be visible and 

vocal. Most importantly though, one must have a well-developed subjectivity to be able 

to utilize this situational self.

10 See Gloria Anzaldua in Making Face. Making Soul (San Francisco: Aunt Lute 

Foundation, 1990).

11 Cheung perceptively notes that “Though the influence is not openly acknowledged, the 

consistently inconsistent mother nurtures the narrator’s ability to entertain contradictions, 

to doubt absolutes, to see truth as multidimensional, and to escape from the scientific 

authority that sets empirical truth and the voice o f  reason above the promptings o f the 

imagination.” (99)

12 Sau-Ling Cynthia Wong convincingly argues that this episode is an example o f the 

Asian American “double” m otif where “a highly assimilated American-born Asian is 

troubled by a  version o f himselfiherself that serves as a reminder o f disowned Asian
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descent” (92). In other words, she questions whether this incident wasn’t just imagined by 

the narrator, that it was a psychological “encounter with the racial shadow.” See her 

Reading Asian American Literature (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1993).
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Trickster Strategies:

Challenging American Identity,

C om m niity , and A rt in K ingston’s T rinm aster M onkey

Fearlessly swinging from chandeliers and trickster lines, transgressing all 

boundaries, Maxine Hong Kingston’s Trinmaster Monkey: His Fake Book challenges the 

constructions o f  American identity, community, and art. More specifically, Kingston 

challenges one o f her most vociferous critics, the writer Frank Chin. Chin and his fellow 

editors o f  Aiiieeeee! and The Big Aiiieeeee! (Jeffery Chan, Lawson Inada, and Shawn 

Wong) regard Kingston as a “fake” Asian American writer and accuse her o f  having sold 

out to white supremacism.1 Unwittingly, they also create a narrow, prescriptive aesthetic 

whereby the Asian American literary tradition must be based predominantly on a few 

Chinese classics which have the main theme of: “All life is war and all behavior is tactics 

and strategy.”2

In this essay I will show how Kingston challenges the editors o f  Aiiieeeee! and the 

dominant culture through Tripmaster Monkey. She does this by journeying through 

anomaly and by using various trickster strategies to dismantle these two value systems and 

to construct a pluralist, community-based aesthetic and identity.

Trinmaster Monkey can be read as a celebration o f the anomalous. It explores the 

worlds o f  anomalous people—those who escape the system, who are either ignored or

2
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treated as a living form o f dirt. As Mary Douglas asserts in Purity and Danger. “Dirt is the 

by-product o f  a systematic ordering and classification o f  matter, in so far as ordering 

involves rejecting inappropriate elements” (35). In short, dirt is matter out o f place. 

Kingston shows American minorities as people out o f place, but only so because o f the 

faultiness o f  the American system.3

Kingston explores anomalous people who elude the mainstream. More 

specifically, it is the Asian Americans who have never been simply “American” because as 

Wittman Ah Sing comments, ‘I t  has to do with looks, doesn’t it? They use ‘American’ 

interchangeably with ‘white’” (329). Asian Americans can only be foreigniy “inscrutable” 

and “exotic.” In order to criticize the exclusivity o f  the American system, Kingston has 

her marginalized characters engage in subversive trickster strategies.

Trickster Strategies

Caroivalesque hybridization, postmodernism, and Chinese American theater could 

all be called “trickster strategies” because all share some o f the basic traits o f  the mythic 

con artist, a favorite trope among many writers and theorists o f  the marginalized. This is 

because as Wittman, “the present-day U.S. A  incarnation o f the King o f  the Monkeys” 

knows, the trickster is the ancestral prototype and role model o f  the marginalized. The 

trickster is a marginalized being by definition: one whose actions break down categories 

and oppositions. The trickster “embodies all possibilities—the most positive and the most 

negative—and is paradox personified” (Babcock 154). Inspired by the unnamed, untamed 

energy o f  the marginal wilderness, it brings changes and creative energy, as well as
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destruction and chaos. In short, the trickster points out faults in the system, scoops out 

the hidden “dirt”(the system’s contradictions and weaknesses), and keeps the whole 

structure unstable. Likewise, many minority writers and theorists seek to shake up, 

reinvigorate, and reconstruct American culture. To this end, Tripmaster Monkey deploys 

the three trickster strategies briefly defined here.

Camivalesque Hybridization

In The Politics and Poetics o f  Transgression. Stallyhrass and White use Bakhtin’s 

idea o f  the “camivalesque” to deconstruct the bourgeois construction o f  classification and 

identity by looking at sites o f transgression.4 A site o f  transgression occurs where there is 

a breakdown o f the binary extremes o f high and low that make up a hierarchical order.

The camivalesque, as the word suggests, is connected to the energies o f the 

carnival. In literature, it can be recognized in scenes dominated by the heterogeniety o f 

the crowd, disproportion, excess, chaos, physical needs and pleasures, impurity, and the 

body imaged as “multiple, bulging, over- or under-sized,....mobile and hybrid” (9). While 

associated with the low, the camivalesque actually “mediates” between center and margin 

or high and low (25). While Stallyhrass and White break down the camivalesque into 

three symbolic processes, only one o f them—hybridization—is radically transgressive. 

Hybridization “produces new combinations and strange instabilities in a given semiotic 

system. It therefore generates the possibility o f  shifting the very terms o f  the system 

itself ” (Stallyhrass and White 58). Hybridization creates an unstable, anomalous zone
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where self and other are disturbingly enmeshed. I will talk about this concept especially in 

terms o f  Wittman and the narrator.

Chinese American Theater

One way o f looking at Tripmaster Monkey is as a narrative about the mythic 

history o f Chinese American theater. As the narrator recounts: “A company o f  one 

hundred great-great-grandparents came over to San Francisco during the Gold Rush, and 

put on epic kung-fu opera and horse shows....theater for a century, then dark” (249-250). 

It is Wittman Ah Sing’s goal to revive this nearly lost American tradition.

Chinese American theater (like Tripmaster Monkevl follows Chinese theater in its 

wide range o f  drama, motivations, and simultaneous activities. Both forms o f  drama 

encourage what are considered in America to be unrelated genres and happenings.

Chinese “Theater may combine any o f a variety o f  arts; including literature, music, acting, 

singing, costume, make-up, dance or acrobatics” (Mackerras 1). In similar heterogeneous 

fashion, one critic characterizes Chinese American theater as drama and music along with 

“numerous exhibitions and competitions by kung-fu and martial arts schools; festivals, 

parades; dance concerts; street fairs and bazaars” (Wong 14).

Kingston seems aware o f  the intersections between the traditions and calls for 

Chinese American theater to be an integral part o f  its community.5 This will be discussed 

primarily in the section on camivalesque events and Wittman’s performance.

Postmodernism
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Postmodernism is difficult to define because o f its variety. On one hand, it is an 

incorporation and subversion o f  literary modernism and its aesthetic o f  difficulty, 

individualism, and western, masculinist elitism.6 On the other hand, it has an aesthetic (if 

certainly a rhetoric) o f plurality, dialogue, difference, indeterminacy, and deconstruction. 

Linda Hutcheon defines postmodernism as “fundamentally contradictory, resolutely 

historical and inescapably political....Because it is contradictory and works within the very 

systems it attempts to subvert, postmodernism can probably not be considered a new 

paradigm....it may mark however, the site o f  the struggle o f the emergence o f  something 

new” (Hutcheon 11). She goes on to describe the enabling context o f the possible sites o f  

struggle and emergence: “The political, social and intellectual experience o f  the sixties 

helped make it possible for postmodernism to be seen as what Kristeva calls ‘writing-as- 

experience-of-limits’.. .limits o f  language, o f subjectivity, o f systemization and 

uniformization” (Hutcheon 15). Emerging out o f  these limits is what had earlier in 

modernism been excluded from serious consideration: popular culture and the views and 

values o f minorities. This “articulation o f the marginal” is also one o f the main concerns 

o f postmodernism.

The articulation o f  the marginal does not entail speaking from the margin, which 

would retain the hierarchical structure o f high/low and center/margin, rather, it means to 

speak from the center and thus to destroy the structure from within. Tripmaster Monkey 

does this by implicitly raising three important questions:

1) What has it meant to be Chinese American (the “oriental”
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stereotype represented in literature and popular culture)?

2) What is the hegemony that creates such representations?

3) Fully aware o f  the historical and present situation: how might 

Chinese Americans create themselves?

These questions move the Chinese American through positions o f increasing 

power: as the object in question, to the questioning subject, and lastly, to the creating 

subject .7 This process is accomplished by the application o f the trickster strategies o f 

hybridization, Chinese American theater and postmodernism as analytical frameworks to 

Tripmaster Monkey’s protagonist, narrator and camivalesque events.

Wittman Ah Sing—Postmodern Monkey

While seeming to be modeled after the writer-critic Frank Chin, Wittman Ah Sing 

goes beyond Chin. Amy Ling has already pointed out their similarities:

Both Wittman and Chin are...playwrights, whose literary style is hip, 

energetic, scintillating, sometimes bombastic, often angry, aggressively 

masculinist, fervently espousing “yellow power” while simultaneously 

lapsing into self-contempt and bitterness against the Chinese American 

community (149).

However, in other ways, they are very different. By the end o f  his own story, 

Wittman has lost all the alienating traits he initially shares with Chin. One reason for this 

is that Kingston does not model Wittman after Chin, but rather parodies Chin. According 

to Hutcheon, parody is not just a mocking representation, but rather, “a perfect
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postmodernist form...for it paradoxically both incorporates and challenges that which it 

parodies” (17). Kingston isn’t trying to mock or destroy Chin; in feet at time she echoes 

and celebrates his striking language: “Where’s our jazz? Where’s our blues? Where’s 

our ain’t-taking-no-shit-from-nobody street-strutting language? I want so bad to be the 

first bad-jazz China Man bluesman o f  America” (27). Her book also addresses the three 

Chinese literary classics that Chin prescribes for the Asian American tradition. But 

Kingston does challenge Chin’s emphasis on war by transforming his literary twin: 

“Studying the mightiest war epic o f  all time, Wittman changed—beeen!—into a pacifist” at 

the end o f the book (340).

Another perhaps more important reason why Wittman transcends Chin is that 

Wittman is also the trickster Monkey King. His name. Sun Wu Kong, means “Aware o f 

Emptiness,” which allows him to be tree o f  the subjection o f classification because he is 

aware o f  its emptiness (or insubstantiality). Perhaps because o f this the Monkey King is 

able to go through seventy-two transformations. Likewise, Wittman’s is an unstable 

identity made up o f  multiple selves that arise to fit (and disrupt) the occasion. One 

example is his transformation into “a working stiff on his way to his paying job” as a toy 

department salesclerk:

He put on the suit that he had bought for five bucks at the Salvation 

Army—the Brooks Brothers three-piece navy-blue pinstripe o f  some 

dead businessman. Wittman’s suited body and hairy head didn’t go 

together. Nor did the green shirt and greener tie (with orange-and-
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silver covered wagons and rows o f Daniel Boones with rifles) match 

each other or the suit....He pulled on his Wellingtons and stomped 

out onto the street. His appearance was an affront to anybody who 

looked at him, he hoped. (44)

Thus armored, he gets himself fired from his job for creating a  pornographic scene with a 

Barbie doll and a wind-up monkey. Even his everyday appearance, a camivalesque, 

postmodern motley o f  startling juxtapositions, suggests multiple meanings. He can be 

read as a “Chinatown Cowboy,” a “Chinese Beatnik” Hamlet, a hippie “Zen soldier,” all at 

once.

This physical appearance also suggests the wide range o f influences that make up 

the text and Asian American identity. Wittman’s “trip” is always to be “aware o f the run 

o f his mind” by being conscious o f  how texts create cultural and personal worldviews. 

Texts can be literary, musical, cinematic, from ads, newspapers, cartoons, and so on. He 

connects texts to texts and text to contexts (and what is a con/text but a  Fake Book?). In 

Walt Whitmanesque style, Wittman figuratively sings a new “Song o f M yself’ by claiming 

an identity and subjectivity created by a wide variety o f  texts and contexts. But before 

doing so, Wittman must ask first: what has it meant to be Chinese American? The answer 

lies in American popular culture. Specifically, he condemns “Flower Drum Song—a bunch 

o f  AJ.A.S and ‘Eurasians’ playing weird Chinese” (23); Kerouac’s poem with the line 

‘“twinkling little Chinese.’ Refute ‘little.’ Gainsay ‘twinkling.’ A  man does not twinkle.

A  man with balls is not little” (69); as well as Hop Sing and Charlie Chan (320).
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However, in order to go beyond mere disgust for stereotypes, Wittman needs the help o f 

the narrator.

The Narrator—Androgynous Hybridity 

The narrator helps Wittman reach the second question, which puts him in the 

position o f  the questioning subject and not the subject in question. The question is: what 

is the hegemony that creates such representations o f Chinese Americans? Or, how is 

racist Euramerican culture constructed? To answer this, collaboration is needed between 

Wittman and the anonymous, omniscient narrator who are so much alike in voice and 

concerns that it is often difficult to tell them apart.8 Indeed, even if Kingston has identified 

the narrator as “a Chinese American woman,.. .Kwan Yin (the [Buddhist jGoddess o f  

Mercy)” and Kingston herself the voice is generally impossible to distinguish from 

Wittman’s (Ling 150), The plural female narrator and Wittman (a plural male himself) 

have the same energetically mischievous, mocking, and often ironic tone:

“Conservative like F.O.B.? Like Fresh Off the Boat?” He insulted 

her with translation; she was so banana, she needed a translation, 

“Conservative like engineering major from Fresno with a slide rule 

on his belt? Like dental student from Stockton?.,.But I ’m  an artist 

o f  all the Far Out West. Feh-see-no. Soo-dock-dun,” he said, like 

an old Chinese guy bopping out a list poem. (19)

Wittman’s quotations and first-person thoughts sound just like the narrator’s third-person 

statements. This is no accident; as Ling says, “Kingston, skilled in ambivalence and
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paradox is always crossing boundaries” (152). Likewise, Wittman and the plural female 

narrator cross each other’s identity boundaries to form an androgynous hybrid. This 

community o f  selves provides a complete voice and thought able to critique the American 

system from multiple angles.

The plural female narrator—a Chinese American woman, Kwan Yin, and Kingston 

herself—is simultaneously general and specific, historical and immortal, limited and 

unlimited in scope and knowledge. The narrator needs this kind o f complexity to parallel 

the contradictory energies o f Wittman, who is also Chin, the Monkey King, and the artistic 

men in Kingston’s family (Ling 149). Pairing them creates a balance o f  power between 

male and female and other categories as w ell For instance, the high and low are brought 

together and given equal power in the pairing o f  Kwan Yin and the Monkey King. Kwan 

Yin is the goddess o f  compassion and one o f the most highly evolved and unselfish o f 

beings. As a  trickster, the Monkey King is subversive, primitive and one o f  the most 

selfish o f  all beings. By hearing them speak in one nearly indistinguishable voice, the 

reader is made to realize that these two powers may be like the upper and lower parts o f  

the same body or the same culture.9

What Kingston seems to be suggesting in this pairing is that compassion and 

subversion both springs from the same human drive for freedom. We have a  deep 

yearning to experience the world without the boundaries imposed by classificatory 

systems. Hierarchy and individualism blind us to the fact that we are all equally important 

and interdependent for survival. The compassion and subversion, the high and low that
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Kwan Yin and Monkey represent, cut through illusions generated by the American system 

that have caused divisions between Asian Americans. Believing illusions like beauty is 

only blue-eyed and blond creates self-hatred and shame, not a strong community. Going 

beyond illusions is possible only with the combination o f compassion and subversion 

characteristic o f  the plural narrator and W ittnm .

Only through male and female collaboration can the work o f  deconstructing the 

racism o f  American culture begin. And only at this point can the last question be raised.

Carmvalesque Events—Converging and Emerging Theater o f  Identity 

The last question is: fully aware o f the historical and present situations, how might 

Chinese Americans create themselves? The answer lies in the hybrid narrator investigating 

scenes o f  carmvalesque hybridization and their aftermaths. The first scene, Lance 

Kamiyama’s party, foreshadows the second event, Wittman’s production o f  Chinese 

American theater.

Not surprisingly, one o f  the main themes running through this party is the crossing 

o f boundaries. The narrator comments on “that trip where the margins between human 

beings, mid between human beings and other creatures, disappear” and about “things that 

cross over” from “hallucination or a story or on another planet or in a thought or 

dream...into the real world” (88,104). The party is a dizzying combination o f  different 

worlds or different “trips” that Wittman is able to cross into and cross out ofr at will. He 

discovers people tripping out on drugs, health food, storytelling, war, and more.

However, what Wittman absolutely cannot tolerate is Lance’s mixing o f  business and
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party. Wittman challenges his best friend to a fight and brings in war, another opposing 

principle to party. He does so mainly because (as the narrator comments): “The best 

parties end in a free-for-all,” and perhaps because in the traditional story, the Monkey 

King goes “off to war and party” (115,138). This action is inspired partly by Lance’s 

earlier party surprise attack: a full-blast stereo reconstruction o f World War II.

This conjunction o f party and war allows Lance and Wittman to confront hostile 

tensions between Japanese Americans and Chinese Americans. Wittman tells Lance:

You A J.A .s are really good at belonging....That’s why they locked 

you up, man. They don’t like you taking over the dances and getting 

elected Most popular. (While we Chinese-Americans are sweating 

Most Likely to Succeed, and don’t spend money on clothes, or on 

anything.) (118)

This confrontation further allows the two friends to become closer friends. Here Kingston 

confirms what many American Third World feminists argue—that confrontation over 

differences is the first step in building group unity and resisting the masks o f  stereotypes. 

Only then can the project o f self-representation begin.10

The second part o f  this scene begins in the next chapter and forms a  bridge 

between the two main camivalesque events. It is during the party’s aftermath that Wittman 

describes his vision o f Chinese American theater. He presents the spirit o f  this theater as a 

camivalesque “fat dancer [who] has unbound feet and unbound tits and unbound hair. She 

busts through stereotypes” (147). He wants his theater to offer freedom in an aesthetic
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that “busts through” western standards o f beauty and embraces the beauty, sexuality, and 

humanity o f all marginalized people.

The second major camivalesque event is the performance o f Wittman’s theater o f  

“spontaneity,” hybridity, and community, where “everyone came” bringing “chicken scraps 

and dog scraps” o f  “what a Chinese-American is made up o f ’ (277). The play 

appropriately opens on Halloween night, the camivalesque time when the boundaries 

disappear between worlds, and the humanscape becomes a “world upside down” where 

children rule and the marginalized become centrally represented in the costumes o f the 

revelers. Wittman’s Chinese American theater is a combination o f freak show, vaudeville, 

and improvised drama involving traditional Chinese characters and historical Chinese 

Americans. The climax o f this play echoes the earlier party that unified party and war.

This time there is an even greater spectacle o f fireworks where “Night mirages filled the 

windows, reflecting and magnifying—a city at war and carnival” (301). And most 

powerful is the narrator’s reading o f a long list o f  Chinese stereotypes, while Wittman 

simultaneously erases these with Chinese fireworks: the traditional sound o f war and 

celebration.

Constructing identity and community is like a perpetual artwork in progress. The 

narrator tells us that Wittman finds out

that one big bang-up show has to be followed up with a second 

show, a third show, shows until something takes hold. He was defining 

a community....Community is not built once-and-for-all; people have
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to imagine, practice, and re-create it. (306)

Interestingly, although this last chapter is called “One-Man Show,” by this time Wittman 

has been transformed from the western styled, isolated artist into a community artist. Trinh 

T. Minh-ha sees the latter as a Third World form o f  artist, an artist who functions as “a 

neighborhood scribe” and ‘Tnspirer inspired by his people” (13). In other words, an artist 

who can never separate art and identity from community.11

So back to the final question: how shall Chinese Americans construct their own 

identities? Tripmaster Monkey suggests keeping all options open, artistic traditions alive, 

and “writ[ing] the play ahead o f them to include everyone and everything” (277). It 

means that Chinese Americans should theorize and create unity for their dynamic, 

heterogeneous community. For the individual it means developing a self that is an 

expression o f the community and is a community o f selves able to work within, and yet 

able to question the larger American community. In  the end, Tripmaster Monkey says that 

being Chinese American requires being a  tripmaster/trickster—one who is able to transform 

self and world, to transgress and trip through worlds, and to seek to go further than what 

a Big Aiiieeeee?- or Chinese, or Euramerican culture have offered.
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Notes

1 The editors o f Aiiieeeee! reject most Chinese American women writers as well as men 

sympathetic to feminism as “fake.” Read Chin’s “ Come all Ye Asian American Writers o f  

the real and Fake” in The Rip Aiiieeeee! (New York: Meridian P, 1991) 1-92.

2 ■ The Chinese classics Chin names as the foundation o f the “real” Asian American 

literary tradition are Lo Kuan Chung’s Romance o f  the Three Kingdoms. Shi N a’an’s The 

Water Margin, and and Wu Cheng-En’s Journey to the West (Monkey). Interestingly, all 

o f  these play a big role in Tripmaster Monkey and yet the book was still attacked by the 

Big Aiiieeeee! editors.

3 Or more precisely, the plural systems o f culture, economics, politics, etc. Kingston is 

also simultaneously critiquing the treatment o f  the lumpenproletariat as well.

4 Since American forms o f  classification have been directly derivative o f  European 

models, Stallybrass and White’s ideas are still highly applicable for this discussion.

5 For more information, see Stallybrass and White (1986); Jo Humphrey’s Monkey 

King: A Celestial Heritage (all publication information undisclosed); and Mackerras 

(1983).

6 Arnold Krupat’s Voice in the Margin (Berkeley: University o f California P, 1989), has 

been highly influential on my views o f  modernism.

7 I must give credit to Gayatri Spivak who first said that the question is not “what is 

woman?” but “what is man that the itinerary o f  his desire creates such a text?” In The 

Post-Colonial Critic. Sarah Harasym, ed. (New York: Routledge, 1990), 42. I see
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Kingston as making a similar shift in her representation o f Asian Americans and the 

hegemony.

8 In  fact, many reviewers have missed the distinction between Wittman and the narrator. 

See Herbert Gold’s “Far-Out West,” Chicago Tribune—Books. Apr. 16 ,1989:1 ,10 ; Anne 

Tyler’s “Manic Monologue,” New Republic. 200 (16), Apr. 17,1989: 44-46; LeAnne 

Schreiber, “The Big, Big Show o f Wittman Ah Sing,” New York Times Book Review. 

Apr. 23,1989: 9.

9 This idea goes back to Stallybrass and White’s analysis o f hierarchy.

10 These ideas run throughout Making Face. Making Soul Haciendo Caras. Gloria 

Anzaldua,ed. (San Francisco : Aunt Lute Foundation, 1990). I was especially influenced 

by Anzaldua’s introduction (xv-xxviii) and Lynet Uttal’s “Nods that Silence” (317-320).
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“CalMgraplny im tie  S&sadk”

Local MerntMies im A® Poetry off 

Erie Chock aid Cathy Somg

To get a better sense o f  the heterogeneity in Asian America advocated in 

Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey. I will look at one often unrecognized, but distinct 

literature within the Asian American category. This is Hawaii’s Asian/Pacific literature, 

known there more simply as “local literature.”1 The chief academic commentator on the 

subject, Stephen Sumida, defines local literature as literature written by writers in Hawaii 

who are deeply influenced by their sense o f family history, “local history and place,” and 

the culture which they experience as a “racially mixed and charged, class-conscious 

polyethnicity” (1992,216). In  its most conventional usage, a “local” is a native Hawaiian 

or (usually) a nonwhite person, “someone historically, ethnically originating in the working 

classes o f  Hawaii... with a family history on the sugar plantations or the ranches o f paniolo 

[cowboy] country” (Sumida 1991, xiv). In its most ideal sense, the local “testifies to the 

impossibility o f containing identity along purely racial and ethnic lines,” and suggests “the 

plural possibilities o f  identity.” 2 This form o f identity, like the culture, is dynamic and 

open-ended, constantly being recreated. Indeed, local writers constantly subvert the 

ahistorical “tourist” perception o f  the islands and its people: a paradise filled with 

Mkheneresque “golden men” and tropical noble savages.

3
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To show the breadth o f  possibilities within local identity, I will discuss the works 

o f two established Hawaiian island poets who give two very different perspectives on the 

subject. On the surface, Eric Chock and Cathy Song have much in common. Both:

1) were bom and raised in Hawaii,

2) had grandparents who were sugar plantation laborers,

3) show a sensitive awareness o f family and local history, place, and polyethnic 

community,

4) come from nonwhite backgrounds: Chock is Chinese American, and Song is Korean 

and Chinese American.

And while both creatively construct local identity as anti-individualist and distinctively 

tribal, this is where they reveal their greatest difference: Chock emphasizes exclusivity, 

while Song emphasizes inclusivity. More specifically. Chock’s poetic persona derives 

from a full immersion into the natural and human life o f  Hawaii, and demands to be read 

in this regional context. On the other hand. Song paints a portrait o f  local selfhood that is 

in all possible senses o f the word, empty, and yet paradoxically full and inclusive, 

demanding to be read in multiple contexts.

Eric Chock: The Meaning o f Local (or Fishing for a Definition)

Eric Chock’s poetry can be read as meditations on what it means to be local. He 

has written, “I believe that the point o f view I write from is bom o f  the local culture which 

has developed in Hawaii in the last few decades. I write...hoping to capture some sense o f 

the various cultural influences which affect individual lives.”3 Last Days Here leads the
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reader through many island lives, from children, to the elderly, to those gone before their 

time. All the while, a distinctive consciousness unifies the poetry—one that knows the 

islands and its life intimately and respectfully. The main recurring literary elements that 

work to further unite the book are: the importance o f touch, the image cluster o f 

water/fish/fishing, island settings vivid with history and sentient nature. As I will show. 

Chock uses all o f  these to establish the tribal perimeters o f local identity and further, to 

develop an opposition between the local and the nonlocal He does this not only to affirm 

local identity, but also to create a viable coalition to fight against those who he feels, have 

sought to destroy Hawaii for selfish gain.

While all the five senses are necessary in Chock’s very concrete poetry, none is 

more important than the sense o f  touch. Sore knuckles, a  writhing fish in hand, tingling 

bare feet on a mango tree; these sensations all serve to jolt the speaker’s memories o f  

fishing, the past, and communion with the natural supernatural. At other times, a touch 

evokes the climactic moment o f  insight. In feet, the way he approaches touch mirrors a 

traditional Japanese belief that “The experience o f  touching sensual material is a challenge 

to recognize a  totally richer and far more complex reality than the average observer could 

expect” (Goldberg 13). Considered this way, touch gives one the potential to transform 

one’s understanding o f an object, its place in the world and one’s own place in the world.

This emphasis on touch is particularly pronounced in “The Meaning o f Fishing” 

which contains an interestingly connotative statement on local identity posing as a 

rhetorical question on fishing:
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if you never catch em 

and hold em in your hands, 

you think you know da meaning o f  fishing?4 

The magic act o f touch: holding a just caught, struggling fish transforms the fish into a 

charmed lure that attracts important associations with important aspects o f local culture. 

Along the way, I will examine other poems that nibble at these various aspects. One 

aspect is the local dialect called “pidgin”—referred to by linguists as “Hawaiian creole.” 

Rather than just adding local color to this poem and others, pidgin represents an evolution 

o f language and identity. As Ronald Takaki points out, pidgin developed over the course 

o f years on the plantations (more on this later), it was

a simple English that incorporated Hawaiian, Japanese, Portuguese, 

and Chinese phrases as well as their rhythms and intonations.

Though it had begun a s ‘the language o f  command,’ this hybrid 

language with luxuriant cadences soon became the language o f the 

community....and thus helped [the people to] create a new 

identity associated with Hawaii (Takaki 1993,264)

Because o f its polyethnic roots, pidgin English helps locals to maintain a unified, place- 

based, yet heterogeneous identity. Perhaps in a subtle way, pidgin allows a local person to 

have a healthy pride in her/his own identifications and a respect for others as well because 

o f the multiple worldviews rolling on one’s tongue. In this way, pidgin harmonizes with
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Chock’s poetic project to acknowledge “the various cultural influences which affect 

[local] individual lives.”

But to move back to the poetry itself. Chock uses pidgin sparingly and selectively. 

In this poem, he uses pidgin to suggest a change in persona from his previous poems (with 

the exception o f “The Mango Tree”), His usual persona is a standard English speaker, 

Wordsworthian in his emphasis on nature, and the poem as “spontaneous overflow o f 

powerful feelings;...tak[ing] its origin from emotion recollected in tranquillity.” This 

pidgin-inflected persona indicates an unmistakably local consciousness; it suggests the 

poet’s own earlier emotion and attitude, recollected unaltered by time and present mind. I 

say this because literary pidgin is “strongly associated with childhood in Hawai’i....It was 

one’s playground language, neither o f  the white-collar office nor o f the schoolroom” 

(Sumida, 1991,104). In this way, pidgin used here seems to represent an unselfconscious, 

original, local self

Hot on pidgin’s fishtail, as I have indicated earlier, is the plantation experience. 

Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, thousands o f  Asian immigrants came to Hawaii 

recruited for contract labor in the sugar cane (and eventually also pineapple) plantations 

owned by Euramerican industrialists, like Theo. Davies. By all laborer’s accounts, their 

lives were filled with back-breaking work, humiliation, racial discrimination, and low 

wages. That the owners perceived their workers as objects is vividly revealed in order 

lists like this one from the Davies Company to one o f  its managers:

bone meal
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canvas

Japanese laborers 

macaroni 

a Chinaman5

The plantation holds the same kind o f painful historical importance for local people as do 

the World War II internment camps for the mainland AJAs or similarly, shrinking 

reservations for Native Americans. The plantation’s importance does not escape Chock’s 

narrator who recalls its painful legacy through his sense o f touch. In “The Belt,” it is the 

feeling o f “Daddy’s / genuine snakeskin belt” that brings back the pain it inflicted on the 

narrator as a child when his plantation worker father would whip him with the same belt 

(18). The snakeskin belt and the remembered pain pushes the son to realize that his 

father’s violent discipline was connected to his father probably getting whipped by his lima 

or overseer: “the man on the horse” and his low salary that could buy “nothing” for 

dinner. He wonders in the end whether his father knew “what he was passing on to me” 

(18). He repeats this thought again in “Pulling Weeds.” Here the narrator remembers 

how his “young knuckles ached” from his chore o f  pulling weeds, at a “penny-a-weed” for 

his family’s “dream o f a lawn” (19). He feels that he was being made to suffer excessively 

like his father, by his own father and concludes about the dark side o f  local culture:

This is my heritage, 

dirt in my nails, 

a natural taste in my mouth.
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and you stood over me 

like the white man you hate 

inyour dreams. (19)

In other words, he has dug to the dark roots o f local people to find there: exploitive labor, 

poverty (no luxuries like sweets), rage, and a replication o f  the oppressor’s ways. 

Fortunately, if  this soil only yields bitter fruit. Chock can look elsewhere to provide a 

healing sea change for local tradition.

Returning to “The Meaning o f Fishing,” another aspect o f  local culture that the 

fish’s touch evokes is the natural associations with water and fishing. Water/fish/fishing 

appear either together as an image cluster or are implied when a single image is used. The 

importance o f  this cluster is underscored in at least four ways. First, it occurs in thirty-one 

o f the forty-six poems in the book. Secondly, even the paperback cover is a collage o f 

ocean, fishing poles, and fish. Thirdly, Last Davs Here is published by Bamboo Ridge 

Press; Bamboo Ridge is a popular fishing spot on Oahu and the press was co-founded by 

Chock (with Darrell Lum) just after the historic 1978 “Talk Story” conference which 

brought together generations o f  local writers for the first time. And finally, this cluster 

shows up prominently in an anthology o f local literature Chock co-edited in 1986, as one 

reviewer notes: “...the fish and ocean are everywhere....Fish and fishing are inexhaustible 

metaphors for man’s interaction with nature, and the selections in The Best o f Bamboo 

Ridge using this metaphor show how it reflects the Hawaiian setting” (Sato, 1989, 343).
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So then, what is “da meaning o f fishing?” For Chock, fishing is inextricably tied to 

being local. While fishing is not unique to Hawaii, it has been practiced there continuously 

by its residents from the earliest Hawaiians whose tradition asserts that certain fish are 

ancestral spirits, to the earliest polyethnic locals: the plantation workers for whom fishing 

was a popular, hard-earned leisure activity, to current locals who find fishing an 

“inexhaustible metaphor” teeming with meaning. Similarly, a common respect for fish and 

water in all its forms defines this form o f local tribal identity. Chock’s poems stress the 

fishing cluster as a spiritual experience where one becomes truly local by being in touch 

with Hawaiian nature and one’s tribal sense o f self. For instance, in “Poem for My 

Father,” fishing bridges a gap between a local father and son. While each sees little value 

in the other’s labors, they have similar daydreams: the son “wishfes] for the lure that 

catches all fish,” while the father “remembers the harbor full o f  fish” (42). In “Lily Pond,” 

fish are transformed into both a boy’s “anxious feelings” and watchful messengers from 

nature with whom communion brings spiritual and emotional peace. Similarly, in the title 

poem, “Last Days Here,” an omniscient narrator describes an old man who meditates on 

his life and finds peace at his favorite fishing spot, “in the dirt under the mango tree” with 

“hands [that] are content / with memories o f fish in them” (71). A companion poem to 

“The Meaning o f  Fishing” and “Last Days Here,” “Still Fishing” continues its emphasis on 

the sense o f  touch, despite the obvious changes o f  narrators. While this narrator no longer 

catches fish, he still defines himself first and foremost, as a fisherman. This is because his 

body remains at one with the life o f the ocean: “the tides and moon / move my moods”
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(38). And like the old man, he retains the memory o f  holding life in his hands: the fish’s 

“surprised body / frantic with a power” (38). But this fisherman/narrator is most like the 

narrator o f “The Bait” whose discovery o f his destructive power over nature leads him to 

feel full o f shame and compassion. All o f this attention to fishing seems to indicate that an 

archetypal local person is symbolized by the respectful fisherman who has touched and has 

been touched by the life o f the land and “wai ola,” the water o f life.6

This sensitivity toward island nature is a key defining point separating locals from 

nonlocals. I want to slowly bring to a close this section on Chock’s poetry by discussing 

three other poems that turn on one’s being “in touch” physically and spiritually with local 

culture and local nature. The first poem demands that the reader have a working 

knowledge o f Hawaiian language and mythology because its title is neither translated nor 

explained. The poem functions like most aboriginal stories which speak not to a 

worldwide audience but to tribal members who are already familiar with the language and 

history o f  a home place,7 “Pua’a: Nuuanu” records a first encounter between a Hawaiian 

wild boar or “pua’a” and the poet in his car on the Nuuanu Pali—a wild, mountainous area 

between Honolulu (town) and the windward side (country) o f  Oahu. For local people, 

both the pua’a and Nuuanu are full o f significance. By giving the boar its Hawaiian name, 

the pua’a is associated with Kamapua’a, the “pig god” who is a prominent trickster in 

Hawaiian mythology. What makes the setting important is that the pali is sacred to 

Kamapua’a and because it forms a threshold—a realm o f magical possibilities.8 It is here 

that the poet is touched by the sacred.9 In the moment he is struck with the strangeness
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o f “the sunlight / hitting the asphalt /  . . .louder than my idle engine, “ he is struck by the 

pua’a: “the violent thump on my bumper / was like a war cry” (65). Like a strike from a 

Zen master, the trickster’s thump raises the insight that the Hawaiian landscape has 

mysterious forces that still demand respect and who remain beyond translation:

It was, 

in a voice

I couldn’t understand 

in a language 

I didn’t know. (64)

The final two poems I will discuss are protest poems against nonlocals who come 

to Hawaii bringing destructive ways o f  life. In “3 a.m. Waikiki,” Chock asks tourists in 

exasperation, “Where are you all coming from anyway?” (37). He further questions the 

waste o f so much natural energy to sustain such an unnatural lifestyle:

But how do you explain the electric jungle, 

the worship o f  an artificial life

no natural meaning o f the dawn

at 3 a.m. you squeeze the grease 

from a billion pre-historic bodies 

to light your own...(37)
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To Chock, living out o f touch with nature and its rhythms is most characteristic o f 

someone with a tourist mentality, not a true local one. •

The final poem I will discuss is also the final poem o f the book. In “The 

Bodysurfers,” Chock protests against development: “the hotel wall that divides us /  from 

them, from our selves” (88). It is this poem that gives the clearest sense o f Chock’s 

us/them, local/nonlocal opposition. The nonlocals are the developers who exploit the land 

for tourism and their own gain and wall themselves off from island nature and local 

people. More acceptable “local” behavior is shown by the two surfers, even though one 

o f  them is Canadian. What Chock depicts are people who actively merge into nature, 

“braid[ing] the red o f  sunsets / into each other’s hair,” and actually becoming like awe- 

filled fish:

slip on our fins, 

and enter between the waves 

that soon surround us 

like continuous thoughts 

rippling that great mind. (88)

It is here in the ocean that “the buildings shrink to insignificance” and the surfers find 

through their bodies, through their touch, communion and also liberation from all 

concepts: “laughpng] with our whole feces /  releasing even the need / to be free” (88). In 

this freedom, the definition o f  local is shown not to be race-based, but rather founded on a 

personal, experiential level.
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What this finally says to me o f Chock’s definition o f local identity is that one does 

not become local in isolation. One becomes local by having a tribal perspective with a 

keen sense o f the nonlocal, exemplified by tourists and Waikiki hotel owners. Instead o f 

experiencing the island superficially like a sightseer, what he demands is full, tactile and 

spiritual communion with Hawaiian nature and local people and culture, exemplified by 

the bodysurfers and fishermen. But because very few people on earth have this 

opportunity, only an exclusive few can ever truly know “da meaning o f ’ local.

Cathy Song’s Zen Tribalism

In Picture Bride, dualities arise for Song and all she creates, but without the 

hostility or value judgments associated with oppositions.10 While still rooted in the life o f  

the islands, we are no longer in Chock’s world o f good locals versus evil nonlocals. 

Instead, if  Song neglects to condemn visitors it may be because she has been a visitor 

herself: to the mainland, its Chinatowns, Mexico, Japan and other places and times. So 

rather than set boundaries or battleffonts, her sense o f “local” identity allows for an 

openness o f  possibilities so that like Trinh T. Minh-ha, she could truly say that “The place 

o f  hybridity is also the place o f my identity” (Trinh 129). In tins way. Song offers readers 

a vision o f local identity based on inclusivity.11 She does this in large part by showing the 

impact o f local life on her artistic development. Her artistic development is manifested as 

a dialectical process that occurs between created objects and creating subjects in the 

poetry. By created object I mean here, one who has allowed others to define his/her 

identity and is in a position o f powerlessness and speechlessness. A creating subject is
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able to represent him/her self and others and so is in a position o f power and articulation.^ 

What they create together in their exchanges is a form o f identity that seeks no enemy 

other and is paradoxically singular and plural, full and empty.

This form o f  identity is comparable to the Zen Buddhist notion o f  the “Zen mind.” 

Shunryu Suzuki describes this as a full mind that “includes everything within itself’ and yet 

is also “an empty mind...always ready for anything;...open to everything” (21). 

Simultaneously in the states o f potential and fulfillment, the Zen mind breaks through 

duality and even explodes the limitations o f spatial metaphors.

But emptiness is important to the Zen mind in another way as well. According to 

the central Buddhist notion o f “shunyata,” any given thing (including a person) is 

perceived to be pure appearance because it is empty o f  independent existence or self- 

sufficiency. In other words, because nothing exists in a vacuum, any thing’s existence is 

completely dependent on the presence o f other living beings, elements, circumstances from 

the past and present. Put more simply, “look deeply [for example] at a flower, we can see 

that it is made entirely o f  non-flower elements, like sunshine, rain, soil, compost, air, and 

time” (Hanh 23). In this way, like a flower, a human being can be said to be one, and yet 

many; I and yet other(s).

Secondly, emptiness is important in the obvious sense that Song’s poetry provides 

pictures o f fictionalized people rather than actual people. The importance o f  pictures and 

the visual are constantly underscored and I will talk more about this later. The people she 

re-envisions are most prominently herself her kin, and her artistic forebears: Georgia
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O’Keeffe and Kitagawa Utamaro. These pictured people act somewhat like Song’s alter 

egos, but more so as an imaginary community, a “place o f hybridity” that gives rise to 

Song’s distinctive narrative voice. And by emphasizing generations: biological and 

artistic. Song reveals a sense o f self that is possible only through creative continuity with 

others and their contexts. In the world o f Picture Bride, self, like art is fluid and clearly 

hybrid—shaped and shaper by and o f all experience—direct and indirect.

In order to develop the idea o f Zen tribalism or local identity based on inclusivity, I 

will close read poems that focus on Song’s biological and artistic sense o f continuity. In 

this process, the reader witnesses the journey o f  a local sense o f self from the exclusivity 

promoted by Chock to the inclusivity o f Zen tribalism reminiscent o f  Kingston’s 

presentations o f  creative identity.

First I want to talk about poems dealing with the poet’s blood relatives because 

these are the poems set almost exclusively in Hawaii during her childhood and reveal a 

distinctively shaped vision o f  the world and identity—just in bud and blooming—that 

persists even as she matures and moves away from Hawaii. These poems come from the 

book’s first section entitled “Black Iris” which, while inspired by Georgia O ’Keeffe’s art 

and not a  local flower, is nonetheless important because it symbolically begins the book in 

black—giving the sense o f  the primordial, the underground flourishing with unseen roots.

It makes sense then that the book begins with the title poem, “Picture Bride,” whose 

action occurs before the poet’s birth, but sends down the roots o f Song’s sense o f local 

identity. Here Song recreates the first meeting o f  her Korean grandparents and the
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beginning o f the first generation o f local people in her family.13 The poem establishes a 

pattern for the rest o f the book in at least two ways. First is the dialectical relationship 

between subject and object. On a surface level, Cathy Song is the creating subject who is 

painting a portrait o f her grandparents, the created objects. At a deeper level however, we 

can see that tins relationship is not absolute, because she does not so much paint her 

grandparents, as tentatively sketch them. She does this by asking a series o f questions, 

engaging her grandparents in conversation albeit belatedly, and extending them an 

invitation to become creating subjects as w ell14 Her only statement is one that seeks to 

connect to her grandmother, one young woman to another: “She was a  year younger / 

than I, /  twenty-three when she left Korea” (3). By the last line o f the poem (as I will 

show in the next paragraph), she acknowledges that it is her grandparents who have 

helped to create her and all o f them together who create local culture and identity.

The second way this poem establishes the framework for Song’s poetic vision o f 

local identity is by showing action played out in dramatic oppositions that come together, 

not to battle, but to create and procreate. In “Picture Bride” we are given to imagine 

several oppositions—the movement o f  the grandmother from her father’s home in Pusan, 

Korea to her husband’s plantation camp in Waialua, Hawaii, and the stasis o f the 

grandfather waiting for his journeying wife’s arrival Even in the stasis o f  his waiting, the 

grandfather is constructed in an environment o f  dramatic black and white where he looks 

at her photo at night under lanterns in a room that “grew luminous /  from the wings o f 

moths” (3). Later on at the long awaited meeting, the two people who are both strangers
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and spouses are immediately joined by a third presence who appears through the imagery 

o f  pregnancy: “her tent-shaped dress / filling with the dry wind” (4). But what is most 

interesting is the wind itself. Wind, often the symbol o f  inspiration, is used similarly here, 

but what makes it interesting is that it specifically comes from the Hawaiian landscape, 

most precisely “from the surrounding fields [of the Waialua Sugar Mill] /  where the men 

were burning the cane” (4). This is the very image o f new identity created from the 

interdependent forces o f the Hawaiian landscape, history, and the collaboration o f 

opposites.

Intimately connected to this poem is the cover o f the book’s 1983 paperback 

edition. The cover reflects the poem’s (and the book’s) notion o f  self as singular and 

plural, full and empty. It features an anonymous young Korean woman with a distant and 

yet wary expression, wearing traditional Korean woman’s clothes. She is literally framed 

and singled out against a background o f vine print wallpaper transparent enough for the 

observer to see that the woman is a part o f  a family portrait which seems to include her 

Korean husband and children, who are in western dress. The elaborate, old-fashioned 

frame around the woman suggests that the woman was a former picture bride. The 

picture as a  whole suggests a person who is surrounded by a constellation o f identities: an 

individual, yet also wife and mother; anonymous, yet familiar to the observer; a pioneer o f  

the west and yet the lone bearer o f  the customs and costumes o f the east; and finally, a 

story created between her picture and the reader.
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“Easter: Wahiawa, 1959” is another poem from the “Black Iris” section. Evoked 

by a home movie, it is a childhood memory o f a family Easter egg hunt. This poem 

immediately brings up another predominant pattern in Song’s vision o f the world. Like 

Chock, water continually informs her poetic local subjectivity. But whereas Chock 

focuses his attention on bodies o f water with fish in them, for Song, every form o f water 

colors her vision o f  the local tribal self This self is allowed to overflow beyond the 

confines o f the islands and the conventional meaning o f local. Song is always keenly 

aware o f the presence and the absence o f water in all its possible forms. The reader is 

drenched by rain, ocean, streams, humidity, bath water, amniotic fluid, and other bodily 

fluids; parched by the hot, dry winds o f the burning canefields, or via O ’Keeffe, the New 

Mexico desert. From the very first line, “The rain stopped for one afternoon,” to the last 

line, “the beach after a rain,” the poem emphasizes water and most particularly rain (7,8). 

The rain is one o f  the narrator’s most constant o f  companions, as it is for most island 

children (although oddly absent in Chock’s poetry). In this poem, the rain begins as an 

ominous presence, one that threatens to ruin a celebration: 

a membrane o f  egg whites 

straining under the weight 

o f  the storm that threatened 

to break. (7)

By the end, the narrator’s perception o f the rain changes not only because o f a successful 

Easter egg hunt, but the presence o f her family and particularly her grandfather.
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To explain this change, Song spotlights all the elements o f local tribal self: the 

interdependence o f the personal with home place, history, and community, albeit in 

Chock’s exclusive local mode o f  identity. In the first section o f the poem. Song shows the 

surface level o f the participants: Grandmother has been simmering eggs “in vinegar and 

blue color all morning;” mother and aunts “in their pedal pushers and poodle cuts” hiding 

the Easter eggs; Grandfather supervising the children, imaged as a protective mother hen, 

and father catching it all on film (8,7). But in the second part o f the poem, we enter a 

deeper level into history—the grandfather’s difficult spacial and temporal journey that 

made this celebration possible. We learn o f his “long walk /  to the riverbank” in Korea as 

a boy to find quail eggs o f  which “he could never eat enough” (8). Eggs, seen as 

gleaming, “gigantic pearls” and “treasures” symbolize reward and fulfillment. Journeying 

ahead in space and time, by the next verse, he has taken “another long walk” as a 

plantation worker laboring “through the sugarcane fields /  o f Hawaii, /  where he worked 

for eighteen years” (8). In the next verse, the long walk is completed in reward and 

fulfillment, embodied in the event that takes place on Easter, 1959 in Wahiawa:

...each stalk that fell 

brought him closer 

to a clearing, 

to that palpable field 

where from the porch 

to the gardenia hedge
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that day he was enclosed 

by his grandchildren, 

scrambling around Mm, 

for whom he could at last buy

basketfuls o f sky blue eggs. (9)

And finally in the last verse, the eggs figuratively hatch Earlier, the child had 

watched the sky with trepidation, but now it is “raining hard” and it is o f  no matter to the 

child eating the Easter eggs that her grandfather is peeling for her. Here we get a sense o f 

the early local influences on Song’s artistic development. Because o f her loving, close- 

knit family, knowledge o f  family and island history and feeling rooted in Wahiawa (“we 

grew there / in the steady rain”), rain is no longer negative, but a normal, benign presence. 

Owing to her grandfather, she not only appreciates eggs and shells, but they become 

prominent in her poetry. At the end o f  this poem, eggshells become symbols o f generosity 

and interdependence:

The scattering o f  the delicate 

marine-colored shells across Ms lap 

was something like what the ocean gives 

the beach after a rain. (9)

The last poem I will read from the “Black Iris” section is “Blue Lantern.” The 

subject in this poem is another grandfather, although this time it is her childhood neighbor.
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The narrator addresses her friend next door about their shared experience o f having 

listened to his Japanese grandfather play his shakuhachi (bamboo flute) every night to 

mourn his dead wife. Although we do not know what final effect it has on her friend, the 

music leaves an indelible impression on the poet. Like the grandfather from “Easter: 

Wahiawa, 1959,” this grandfather gives her a gift, not o f blue eggs, but o f blue light and 

music. She associates his flute music with “The blue lantern light” from his room and 

dreams that the music is a present that 

came in squares, 

like birthday chocolate, 

through the window 

on a blue plate. (12)

This old man’s music seems to be the earliest understanding o f  the way art works in giving 

shape to the shapeless; she calls his music “the shape o f  his grief / tunneled through the 

bamboo flute” (13). And even though she is not his intended audience, she is also moved 

and shaped by his songs:

He played unknowingly 

to the child next door 

who lay stricken by the music 

transposed to her body. (13)

But more than that, she realizes that this local expression has the power to protect and fill 

one full o f experience, while letting one remain innocent. She brings in the imagery o f
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ocean, beach, and shells—a variation on the last poem’s final image to suggest the shared 

effect o f the music:

...his grief washed over 

the two o f us 

each night like a tide, 

leaving our bodies beached 

but unbruised,

white and firm like shells. (13)

The music fills the empty, intact “shells” o f the children with the grandfather’s personal 

grief, with a sense o f being “underwater” and yet “buoyant and protected.” And once 

again water, one’s constant companion in Hawaii informs emotion and identity. The water 

o f this poem, oceanic and almost amniotic, brings together three people from different 

ethnic, age and gender groups in a kind o f ideal microcosm o f local community: 

heterogeneous and harmonious.

“Orchids” name the third section o f the book. Orchids are widely considered to be 

the most cultivated and most erotic o f flowers. In  this section. Song explores the 

interpretive extremes o f the association o f women with flowers. And at the same time she 

pays tribute to two o f her artistic ancestors: Kitagawa Utamaro and Georgia O’Keeffe.

Kitagawa Utamaro was an eighteenth century Japanese artist famous for his ukfyo- 

e woodblock prints o f beautiful women o f the pleasure quarter: “Teahouse waitresses, 

actresses, / geishas, courtesans and maids” (37). Ukiyo-e translates to “pictures o f the
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floating world.” The word “ukiyo” originally meant “world o f grief” but in Utamaro’s 

time had come to signify a “world o f pleasure.” Or more precisely, the “‘floating world’— 

that is, \uMyo\ unambiguously referred to life in the pleasure quarters and to the bohemian 

community o f  artist habitues found there” (LaFleur 76-7). The contradictory meanings o f 

ukiyo is actually keeping in the logic o f Zen Buddhism because

since things cannot remain independent entities they necessarily 

include their opposites and turn into them. The underside o f the 

world o f sorrows is really that o f  erotic pleasure and, conversely, 

such pleasure eventually embraces sorrow.” (LaFleur 77)

I will be looking at three poems that unfold one after the other like a series o f 

pictures on a single screen, all about Utamaro and the women he captures in Ukiyo-e: 

“Beauty and Sadness,” “Girl Powdering Her Neck,” and “Ikebana.” All the women are 

exquisite created objects who are given the pleasure o f immortal beauty, but at the price o f  

having to suffer muted sadness. The women float in a world o f indirect sunlight, baths, 

kimonos flowing like rivers, as if  they were flowers in water-filled vases. Song, as an 

artist, woman, and a local person looks at Utamaro’s traditional representation o f the 

woman-as-flower idea with a combined sense o f  appreciation o f his artistic skill, and o f 

empathy for the women he depicted. Nothing makes this intention more direct than 

“Ikebana.” Ikebana is the Japanese art o f flower arrangement, but the poem is a 

dehumanizing set o f instructions for a fragmented self: “protect the face,” “wrap the body 

/ as if  it were a perfumed gift” (41). Then there are the disturbing hints o f  violence,
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suggestions o f the vulnerability and self-objectification required for this traditional ideal o f 

women’s beauty. Keeping in mind the woman-as-fiower concept, one winces at the 

descriptions o f  a face “braised white / like the skin o f lilies,” and “a handful o f  crushed 

chrysanthemums” (41). But it is from “Beauty and Sadness” that we get the strongest 

sense o f looming brutality:

Portraying another girl

catching a glimpse o f  her own vulnerable

face in the mirror, he transposed

the trembling plum lips

like a drop o f blood

soaking up the white expanse o f  paper. (38)

In this poem, the focus is that ‘Utamaro graced these women with immortality / in the 

thousand sheaves o f prints,” only to be forever “fluttering into the reverent hands o f 

keepers” (38). They are hardly immortalized as human beings, but more like mute, owned 

things: flowers, porcelain vases, cats, beautiful insects, and snow-covered land.

The last poem in the series, an interpretation o f the print “Girl Powdering Her 

Neck,” explores further the muteness that is the consequence o f a M&ryo-e model’s 

objectification. Although the “Girl” seems to be in the process o f creating herself with her 

cosmetics and beautiful clothes, she creates not to articulate, but to silence herself into art 

for someone else:

She practices pleasure:
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the pressure o f  three fingertips 

applying powder.

Fingerprints o f pollen 

some other hand will trace.

...the berry-stained lips, 

stenciled into the mask o f beauty, 

do not speak. (39-40)

The Girl almost vanishes beneath her own and Utamaro’s objectification, but Song calls 

her back to her humanity for a moment. Song shows her not merely as an art object, but 

as a subject who recognizes her predicament:

The eyes narrow

in a moment o f self-scrutiny.

The mouth parts 

as if desiring to disturb

break the symmetry o f silence. (40)

The poem ends with a haiku that reveals the final transformation o f  the woman into a 

flower:

Two chrysanthemums

touch in the middle o f the lake
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and drift apart. (40)

The Girl sees her reflection in the mirror, recognizes her objectification for an instant. 

Lacking, however, the ability to “break the symmetry o f silence” by articulating herself, 

her human identity drifts away.

In the final poem o f the “Orchids” section, “Blue and White Lines after O’Keeffe,” 

we are treated to the opposite o f Utamaro’s view o f  the woman-as-flower idea. In this 

poem, the flower speaks to be heard. The narrator o f the poem is Georgia O’Keeffe, the 

twentieth century American artist who articulated herself partly through spending a 

lifetime painting flowers. Her flowers are like herself: bold, energetic, larger than life, 

unfeminine by traditional standards, and yet unmistakably female. The poem is sectioned 

by the names o f  O ’Keeffe’s flower paintings in a way that mirrors the book’s main 

sections, in the sequence of: Black Iris, Sunflower, Orchid, Red Poppy, and White 

Trumpet Flower. Each flower is paired with a particular place to show O ’Keeffe as a 

visitor to many different worlds, like Song herself. Unlike the previous silent flower- 

women, Song has O’Keeffe speak about herself and her art.

O’Keeffe begins her story in New York as a starving young painter in a shabby 

“skull hotel” that is full o f madness and roaches, but finds sustenance and power in her 

freedom to imagine and create:

Peeling back the tins o f sardines, 

these silver tubes o f  paint, 

lined like slender bullets:
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my ammunition- (44)

She moves on to her visit to Hawaii. She yearns to become a local person and to fit into 

the island environment, but acknowledges that she does not fit in. She would like to enjoy 

the “humid stillness / like the young wahine / running to meet the first canoes” o f Makena 

Beach on Maui, but must wear hats and “sensible shoes” against the bright sun (46). And 

there is mutual incomprehension between herself and the locals: she crosses herself “with 

ti leaves: / a gesture they do not understand,” and to her ears, the “Filipino women 

chatter” in “bird language” (44-45). But like Chock confronted with the mystery o f the 

pua’a’s language, she respectfully refrains from imposing an ignorant interpretation o f the 

locals. Still, she forges bonds between herself and Hawaii by creating with the land itself: 

“What tropical plants / 1 cannot eat, / 1 can use for dyes” (45). In this way. Song’s 

portrait o f O’Keeffe in Hawaii is not just o f  a tourist exploiting the islands. Instead, 

O’Keeffe becomes part o f  a dialogue between creating subjects and created objects whose 

product is the inclusive hybridity o f  local tribal identity.

In the final section, “The White Trumpet Flower,” set in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, 

O’Keeffe initially returns to her childhood home where she first encountered the idea from 

her mother that “Women are like flowers” (46). She finds that this form o f  identity is 

despicable but inescapable considering her mother’s reprimand: “Georgia, /  you are like 

the dogwood.../ a homely name for a goofy flower” (47). This begins a  lifetime o f 

estrangement between the daughter who finds freedom and inspiration in the desert and 

the mother who is “constricted /a s  a porcelain flower vase” much like a woman o f the
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floating world (48). In real life, mother and daughter never reconciled. Song however, 

imagines a reunion between these opposites where O’Keeffe realizes that her mother has 

been her artistic precursor and inspiration:

When I stretch a canvas

to paint the clouds,

it is your spine that declares itself

arching,

your arms stemming out like tender shoots 

to hang sheets in the sky. (48)

Eric Chock’s Last Davs Here and Cathy Song’s Picture Bride offer two different, 

but valid perspectives on local Asian American identity in poetry. While Chock’s 

exclusive vision o f  local self is limited, it accurately articulates the everyday or certainly 

the political vision that many local people have o f  themselves. Chock’s poetry and identity 

are like his “papio” fish that swims only in Hawaiian waters. On the other hand. Song’s 

inclusive Zen self reveals continuity showing how the local becomes global and the global 

becomes local. Her poetry celebrates the “wai ola,” the water o f  life that brings all the 

world together. In the end, we see that local identity is not written in stone. Rather, open 

to human and natural changes, local identity can be envisioned like Song’s image o f 

"calligraphy in the sand.’’
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Notes

1 I should note that my primary focus on local literature is as a part o f  Asian American 

literature because o f Chock’s and Song’s backgrounds. But because it is a polyethnic 

phenonemon, local literature should be affiliated with other literary traditions as well (esp. 

American and Native American).

2 Although Uba is referring to David Mura’s poetry, he also succinctly expresses a high 

ideal o f local identity (Uba 39,40). Also, Sumida notes that in 1978 (the year o f the first 

Talk Story Conference) a similarly idealistic and inclusive definition o f  the local author 

was in place: “[Local] authors would consider Hawai’i a home—an open idea, inclusive o f  

all races and ethnic groups, origins and places o f  birth” (1991,238). In this way, an 

author like N.Y.C. bom W.S. Merwin might be considered part o f  the local literary 

tradition. Merwin has lived and written about Hawaii since 1978 and like Kingston and 

Song, he has received the prestigious Hawaii Award for Literature.

3 This is an introductory statement by Chock in Breaking Silence, ed. Joseph Bruchac 

(New York: Greenfield Review, 1983) 33.

4 Eric Chock, Last Davs Here (Honolulu: Bamboo Ridge, 1990) 30. All quotations o f 

poems from this book are cited by page number within the text.

5 Emphasis and spacing my own. (Takaki, 1987, 5)

6 John Dominis Holt writes that traditional native Hawaiians “speak o f water in its many 

forms—rain, mist, clouds, sea, stream, waterfalls, and so forth—as the wai ola, ‘the water 

o f life’ or the ‘living water’....[Wai ola] and man are part o f  a continuum joined ultimately
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with all other living things—plants, animals, winds, mountains....” From Holt’s 

introduction in Dudley’s Man. Gods, and Nature, vii-viii.

7 Leslie Marmon Silko writes a short, beautiful account o f  this in “Landscape, History, 

and the Pueblo Imagination.” Antaeus 51 (19861 83-94.

8 Widespread local folklore has it that one’s vehicle will stall if one attempts to bring pork 

over the Pali, presumably because it has upset Kamapua’a. See Dudley 103.

9 Sato similarly sees this as an “apprehension o f spirituality.” In fact, what Characterizes 

Chock’s poetry for her is its quality o f  “sensory meditation.” See Sato, 1990,29.

10 Cathy Song, Picture Bride (New Haven: Yale UP, 1983). All quotations o f poems 

from this book are cited by page number within the text.

11 Unfortunate^, perhaps partly because o f the inclusivity o f Song’s definition o f local in 

her poetry, partly because o f  her relative success in mainstream literature (she won the 

1982 Yale Series o f  Younger Poets Competition, and has poems in N orton Anthologies), 

some have argued against Song’s place in local literature. This angers her.

12 In continuity with Asian American literature, this opposition o f created object/creating 

subject echoes themes I have already discussed earlier in Kingston’s work—particularly 

Woman Warrior’s victim/survivor opposition.

13 The picture bride is a common subject in Asian American literature (and the title o f 

very good, recently released movie). Picture brides evoke the arranged marriages o f

Korean and Japanese immigrants before World War U. Usually strangers were married
("

through an exchange o f  photographs and arrangements between their families.



14 Song’s construction o f the poem is also reminiscent o f Kingston’s “No Name 

Woman” chapter o f  Woman Warrior. See Fujita-Sato 50.
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Tin® Lamgeages of AHeesitioB and TribaSism:

M odernism  and the O ral Tradifion in 

. Sil&o's Ceremony and W elds 5s W inter in the Blood

Ceremony’s Tayo and Winter in the Blood’s nameless narrator spend most o f their 

textual lives lost in two incongruous worlds o f discourse: the tribal oral tradition and the 

modem literary tradition. World War II forces Tayo to interpret and to act in a world 

exploded into fragments o f  competing discourse. Welch’s narrator struggles by using 

humor to survive the clash o f  traditional narrative and T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land’s 

“heap o f  broken images.”1 This confusion o f discourses threatens to obliterate all meaning 

as well as to entrap the protagonists in a slough o f  modernist solipsism and existential 

alienation.

What enables Tayo and the nameless narrator (as well as the reader) to escape 

from this lonely mire is understanding the correct relationship between these two 

discourses, and this to their stories as a whole. They realize that the oral tradition is the 

language-way o f  their homecoming back to tribal self-knowledge, as opposed to 

modernism being the language o f  assimilation and alienation.2 Establishing this 

understanding creates for these protagonists in a world gone word-crazy, a sense o f place, 

history, and community: all the elements o f  meaningful tribal identity. However, each

• 4
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novel represents a different kind o f  relationship between the modem literary tradition and 

the oral tradition and different means o f overcoming the powerful negativity o f  the former.

Before going on, I should clarify my usage o f  the terms “modem literary tradition” 

and “oral tradition.” The modem literary tradition or “modernism” can be distinguished in 

literature since World War I, which is marked by a strong break from traditional literary 

forms and techniques o f  expression. This break was brought on by the horrors o f the 

World War and the subsequent loss o f faith in the foundations and continuity o f western 

civilization. Modernists experimented with new forms and styles that often showed the 

present disorder contrasted against a golden age located in an inaccessible mythic past.

Also characteristic o f modernism is existentialist thought and its aesthetic o f  

alienation. This stresses the meaninglessness o f the external world and our freedom and 

responsibility to create our own meaning. The imagination itself then becomes the sole 

frame o f reference and source o f  reality; the self is the only thing that can be known and 

unified (with effort). The world remains permanently unknowable as an alien presence. 

This philosophy embodies itself in literature through lonely heroes who are trapped within 

their own imaginations, and suffer apart from the meaningless world o f  people, places, and 

the past. Acting on the world in order to try to invest experience with meaning leads them 

to more loneliness, anxiety and despair. Modernist characters such as Eliot’s Prufrock, 

the people o f  The Waste Land, and entire families in Faulkner’s fiction find themselves 

locked into their own lonely solipsism.
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But for modernist Native American heroes Tayo and the nameless narrator, turning 

inward to piece together meaning leads not to solipsism and alienation, but to the tribal 

oral tradition. They find that the way in is the way out; their internal journeys release 

them from a modernist mire and lead them home to what Gerald Vizenor has called “an 

oral traditional place” (290). The mythic here acts not as a basis for nostalgia or as a 

meaning-generating structure, but as a path to a community o f shared understanding o f the 

connections between history, identity, place, and language. The escape from final 

solipsism may also partially be the result o f Native American literature following different 

premises from modernism. While Ceremony and Winter in the Blood reject the ideas o f 

western civilization’s progress and continuity like other modernist works, unlike other 

modernist works, they fall back on and rework Indian culture and mythology embodied in 

their oral tradition.

Moving on to the oral tradition, I am using this term to cover the complex 

phenomena o f  performances involved in storytelling, but I will focus primarily on the 

teller’s treatment o f  ritual and metanarrative techniques. Barbara Babcock defines 

metanarration “to refer specifically to narrative performance and discourse and to those 

devices which comment upon the narrator, the narrating, and the narrative both as 

message and as code” (67). In other words, metanarratives are stories that comment on 

themselves as stories. They are devices that call attention to themselves to make the 

audience conscious o f  two kinds o f operating realities being bridged by the storyteller: the 

internal reality o f  the story and the external reality o f the empirical world.
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Metanarratives allow characters to cross the boundaries o f  the narrative and be 

able to take the position usually occupied by the storyteller and reader to give a critical 

assessment o f the narrative landscape. Inherent in the metanarrative o f  the oral tradition is 

a participating community. The result o f this allows the text to be more “oral”—or more 

open than the closed system reflecting the closed imagination o f the modernist text.

A Ceremony o f  Convergence

In Ceremony, metanarrative allows Tayo to escape solipsism, the trap o f the 

modernist imagination that isolates individuals from the world. The book is a hybrid o f 

the modem literary tradition and the oral tradition. It uses the oral tradition 

metanarratively to break Tayo out o f his alienation triggered by World War II where he 

was violently exposed to the modernist world. Because Tayo is a white and Indian hybrid, 

it is possible to read him as a manifestation o f  the hybrid text; he is a man made o f 

modernist and oral discourse traditions. Therefore, becoming a storyteller and having a 

grasp o f how these discourses work is necessary to also bring about self-understanding 

within a shifting and growing tribal identity.

Ceremony begins with the creation myth o f  Thought-Woman (also called 

Grandmother Spider) centered on the page like other direct representations o f oral 

tradition, ancient and modem, that provide the weblike framework o f  the story. The 

unusual spacing appears to reflect pauses that alert the reader to its oral presentation:

Ts’its’tsi’nako, Thought Woman, 
is sitting in her room 

and whatever she thinks about 
appears.
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She thought o f her sisters,
Nau’ts’ity’i and F tcts’ity’i, 

and together they created the Universe 
this world

and the four worlds below.

Thought-Woman, the spider, 
named things and 

as she named them 
they appeared

She is sitting in her room 
thinking o f  a story now

Fm  telling you the story 
she is thinking. (1)

This myth acts like a storyteller or a literary critic who advises the reader on how to 

interpret the story and how the reader fits into the story. We learn from it that Thought- 

Woman, the first storyteller, created all things in the Universe (which would include the 

readers) by thinking/naming us as part o f an ongoing story. This informs us, contrary to 

modernist beliefs, that we do not exist as separate individualities; we are united as 

thoughts, and she is “the mind holding all thoughts together in a single moment" (Silko 

237). This myth also reveals a further unity: because all storytelling reflects on Thought- 

woman’s creation o f  the. world through storytelling, the internal world o f  imagination can 

be said to directly affect the external world. From this we realize that the role o f 

storyteller is extremely powerful and conversely, there is great vulnerability in being the 

object o f a story, especially when one is unaware o f being in a story. By direct address to 

the audience, “Fm  telling you the story /  she is thinking,’’ we are made aware o f the
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human storyteller who interprets Grandmother Spider’s thoughts into oral tradition, and 

then finally translates these into writing.

On the following introductory pages, anonymous storytellers address us and then 

have their performances commented on in asides: "[he said], “What she sa id” and a 

gesture, “He rubbed his belly” (2-3). These function as traditional kinds o f  metanarrative. 

The last direct address to the reader appears in the exact center o f Ceremony in the 

“NOTE ON BEAR PEOPLE AND WITCHES” (131). This title sounds disconcertingly 

out o f  place within a story—but successfully reminds us that we are reading a story and the 

rest o f the note offers “outside” information to the audience like an oral storyteller.

From here on, the oral tradition makes itself known throughout the book by its 

distinctive presentation similar to the creation story. Several traditional myths, some 

spread out in episodes, mix with Tayo’s modernist stream o f  consciousness narratives 

where words overwhelm him,

rolling him over and over again like debris caught in a flood. Tonight 

the singing had come first...a man singing the melody o f  a femiliar 

love song, two words again and again ‘ Y  volvere.’P  will return] 

Sometimes the Japanese voices came first, angry and loud...the voices 

would become Laguna voices, and he could hear Uncle Josiah...” (6). 

Significantly, he describes this disorienting state as “when thought became tangled” and 

when “the memories were tangled with the present” suggesting problems stemming from 

his inability to read the narrative web o f  Grandmother Spider’s story.
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This confusion forces alienated Tayo and the reader to struggle to weave together 

the fragments o f tangled images from the modernist and oral traditional discourses to find 

patterns o f  meaning in order to interpret the whole web o f Ceremony. Tayo’s main 

problem is that he has incorrectly read these competing discourses. For example, he 

chooses an inappropriate traditional myth and theoretical approach to interpret his 

confusion. In trying to make sense o f  the drought, and the deaths o f Josiah and Rocky, he 

recalls the story o f Reed Woman and Com Woman and doing a solipsistic, modernist 

reading, uses the story to take sole personal responsibility for the tragedies. It is only 

after drinking from Josiah’s spring that, “tast[ing] the deep heartrock o f  the earth” he 

begins to recall the myth o f Hummingbird and Fly. This myth o f heroic quest helps Tayo 

begin to maneuver the tangled filaments o f discourses into a meaningful order. But it 

takes the mixed-blood medicine man Betonie to give him the larger story frame about the 

timeless war between the destroyers and the forces o f  love and life. Only then does Tayo 

fully perceive his textual world.

Metanarrative statements also occur within the main modernist narrative to remind 

Tayo ami the reader that they move through layers o f  story. From within the story about 

old Descheeny, Betonie has his grandfather say “it will take a long long time and many 

more stories like this one before [the destroyers] are laid low” (150). Another 

metanarrative moment occurs in the commentary on story in the sandstone painting o f the 

pregnant she-elk: “the priests who painted her each year always cried when they stood 

back from the cliff and saw her...you are so beautiful! You carry all that life! A’moo’ooh!
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With you, the cliff comes alive” (230). The elk’s repainting is equated to retelling her 

story and insures the continuity o f all life. The passage also reminds us o f  the central 

relationship between Ts’its’tsi’nako, Thought Woman, who gives life to all things, and the 

narrator who like the priests, manifest and bear witness to her generative power. On the 

next page, Ts’eh (whose name mysteriously resembles Ts’its’tsi’nako) comments on the 

battle for control o f the text by the competing discourses: “the end o f the story. They 

want to change it. They want it to end here, the way all their stories end....with you 

fighting to your death alone” (231-232). This is the battle between the language o f 

tribalism, which stresses community and connections, and the language o f  alienation, that 

stresses individualism. It is only when Tayo completely understands where he is in the 

narrative “at the point o f convergence where the fate o f all living things, and even the 

earth, had been laid,” and that “his cure would be found only in something great and 

inclusive o f  everything” does he have the storyteller’s power to merge the two discourses 

(246,126). This allows him to cry with “the relief he felt at finally seeing the pattern, the 

way all the stories fit together—the old stories, the war stories, their stories—to become the 

story that was being told” (246). As a storyteller, Tayo also knows who he is: a 

convergence and validation o f  modernism and oral tradition; white and Indian. His self- 

knowledge reveals a shifting, growing form o f tribal self different from more conservative 

Lagunas. And finally. Old Grandma, reminding us o f  Grandmother Spider and the 

storyteller/narrator, gets in the last word on Tayo’s story, “it seems like I already heard 

these stories before...only thing is, the names sound different” (260).
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But although Tayo stresses convergence, perceiving “the world as it always was: 

no boundaries, only transitions through all distance in time”—there remain certain 

distinctions set up by the storyteller/narrator (246). The audience must realize the limits 

o f Ceremony as one text, and be sure to acknowledge the text o f the wider world. For 

example, Tayo’s destiny is constellated in the text as an actual picture on page 179, and 

explicitly in words, “the pattern o f  the ceremony was in the stars” in the book (247). In 

other words, Tayo’s destiny is grounded in the text itself which places the reader outside 

the text in the larger pattern we are to perceive and act on. The audience, it implies, must 

choose or create and live out its own stories.

So in Ceremony, metanarrative works as a force to subvert negative modernist 

assumptions about the nature o f art, imagination, and reality. Silko appropriates the 

modernist language o f alienation to transform the oral tradition and enable its convergence 

into, and its transformation ofj American literature.

Winter in the Blood—Laughter Runs Through It 

Whereas Ceremony shows the oral tradition and the modem tradition in 

convergence, in Winter in the Blood, the two discourses remain distinct. The nameless 

narrator plays the two against each other, while keeping them apart through humor. His 

humor manages to undercut the authority o f both to produce an unstable text.

The nameless m rrator has a problematic identity—three personas that suggest 

different possible readings o f  the story. He is a modem man, Indian by accident, who is 

lost in The Waste Land, stuck in a meaningless present and longing vaguely for the mythic
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past, but lacking the words o f  the stories to connect the two worlds. The present world is 

a surreal, fragmented, and overcrowded narrative resembling “a heap o f broken images.”3 

He is also linked with the Fisher King who sits fishing on the shore o f a land that “never 

rains anymore,” nursing his fertility wound, an aching knee (Welch, 2,4). The nameless 

narrator can also be read as a trickster. Like a trickster he is a detached, unreliable 

wanderer and although his narration may cause the audience to laugh, he does not laugh 

himself. His humor reveals and conceals his painful feelings. The same humor also serves 

to reveal and conceal the oral tradition operating at an implicit level in the novel4 

Explicitly we see the oral tradition in the stories that the grandparents tell. But implicitly, 

humor fills the absence o f  myth made conspicuous by mythology-rich novels like 

Ceremony or House Made o f  Dawn. So paradoxically, in this book, myth becomes 

present through its explicit absence. As absence made present, it interacts with the 

narrator’s humor to become a parody o f  oral traditional structures such as the vision 

quest, creation myth, or any ritual.5 This creates indeterminate meanings and spaces for 

interpretation.

Kathleen Sands contrasts the main fragmented narratives where “events o f the past 

stream through [the narrator’s] mind in a nightmare collage,” against the coherence and 

vitality o f  the isolated narratives o f  his brother Mose and by his grandparents (231). In 

these instances. Sands sees Welch as adopting “the traditional form to suit the needs and 

style o f modem fiction” (238). I would like to argue that the oral tradition runs 

throughout the book explicitly in the incidents o f storytelling as well as implicitly in the
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parodies o f ritual, and that it does not adapt to literary form as much as clash against it, 

though always cushioned by humor.

The oral traditional narratives have several commonalities that set them apart from 

their surrounding discourses. The oral tradition is completely serious, coherent, 

absorbing, vivid, and metanarrational in its commentary on the appearance and gestures o f 

the grandparents. For example, in the modernist narrative, the grandmother is laughably 

characterized by fragments o f sounds: snoring, the squeaking o f  a rocking chair, tinkling 

in a bed pan. But she is utterly transformed by the oral traditional narrative when she 

speaks as a tribal historian: “her eyes...were black like a spider’s belly and the small black 

hands drew triumphant pictures in the air” (36). Similarly, the narrator’s blind, but sharp- 

witted grandfather. Yellow Calf; is transformed by the power o f the oral tradition. The 

narrator’s usually jocular, disoriented narrative shifts in his vivid description o f Yellow 

Calf, “it was behind those misty white eyes that gave o ff no light that he lived, a world as 

clean as the rustling willows, the bark o f  the fox or the odor o f musk during mating 

season” (151). And calling attention to the metanarrativity o f oral tradition, the 

grandfather’s performance as a  storyteller is pointed out: “He drew an arc with his hand, 

palm down, taking in the bend o f  the river behind his house” (153). After nearly every 

time the oral tradition breaks into the text, there is rain and thunder as if  to suggest that 

these stories somehow ceremonially restore fertility to the earth or bring cleansing to the 

bitter black humor o f  the Waste Land narrative.
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The nameless narrator’s own story o f his brother varies from the obviously oral 

traditional stories that form the central narrative o f  the text, yet he follows the same 

narrative style that leads immediately into his grandfather’s story. Throughout this story, 

the narrator’s unconscious quest is to connect back to his “distant” or alienated tribal self. 

The tribal self is configured here by blood relations, the reservation, and family history.

He does this by tracing the significance o f winter in his “blood.” He discovers that winter 

is the setting for three generations o f  tragic deaths and repressed grief in his family: his 

grandmother’s husband Standing Bear, his father First Raise, and his brother Mose. On a 

personal level, he has to regain his caring self frozen in time as the child he left twenty 

years ago clinging to his brother’s broken body. Only when he goes back to this traumatic 

memory through his storytelling narrative can he begin to recover himself and close his 

inner distances: “the words would rid [my soul] o f the final burden o f guilt, and I found 

myself a child again, the years shed as a snake sheds its skin, and I was standing over the 

awkward tangle o f  clothes and limbs” (146). After regaining this important part o f himself 

he is ready to regain his tribal self by hearing Yellow C alf s story. This happens in a 

moment o f  seriousness and scatological humor—his long awaited epiphany connects with 

his horse Bird’s fart and he can laugh for the first time in the book: “at first quietly, with 

neither bitterness nor humor. It was the laughter o f one who understands a moment in his 

life” (158). After this it is possible for him to take the next step when he forgives the 

wild-eyed cow who contributed to his brother’s death by trying to rescue it from the 

slough. This mock heroic scene hints at the narrator’s long overdue initiation into
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he ramblingly vents all his repressed grief-rage that kept him alienated from himself and 

the world for the last twenty years. Finally cleansed o f his alienation, he is able to emerge 

reborn out o f “the frothy mass [that] continued to expand and move as though it were life 

itself’ (168). Out o f  the mud he implicitly becomes “Earthboy”—an undefined character 

mentioned at the beginning o f  the novel who sounds vaguely like a mythic hero: an echo 

o f  Silko’s “Arrowboy.”6 After this episode, the “Earthboy” rests peacefully planning his 

new life in the rain and thunder in contrast to the Waste Land image o f  the Fisher King 

who sits with the “arid plain” behind him thinking in distracted fragments about whether 

he should “at least set [his] lands in order” (Eliot 69). However in the epilogue, right after 

this dramatic “ritual,” Earthboy returns right back into the absurd modernist narrative.

The final scene o f the burial o f  his grandmother suggests the partial death o f the 

oral tradition, the narrator’s troubled past, and the Waste Land. But all these meanings 

are undercut by Lame Bull’s unintentional parody o f a eulogy for “not the best mother in 

the world...but a good mother notwithstanding...who could take it and dish it out...who 

never gave anybody any crap...” (175-6). Even the narrator’s final act o f  throwing his 

grandmother’s tobacco ami arrowhead pouch into her grave as an act o f  respect for 

tradition is undermined. But the fact that he is no longer alienated from himself, and even 

thinks o f  marrying Agnes, in whose eyes he sees hope, “the promise o f  warm things,” 

suggests a positive aspect that humor adds to, rather than taking away from. The ending 

acts in what Vizenor calls the native American comic spirit, “you can’t  act in a comic way
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in isolation, you have to be included. There has to be a collective o f some kind...its a 

positive, compassionate act o f  survival, it’s getting along” (295).

So finally, the instability o f  meaning especially in the ambiguous ending challenges 

alienation in the text while giving a slight nod over to tribal identity. It shows how the 

narrator chooses a trickster’s humorous detachment from the clashing discourses and 

plays upon them. It is as if to say that neither the oral tradition nor the bleak language o f 

The Waste Land should be taken so seriously to be isolated from humor and the sense o f 

community that can arise from it.

In conclusion. Ceremony and Winter in the Blood provide their narrators and 

readers creative and productive ways o f  reading Native American literature and the world. 

Even if one is not a Native American, the reader discovers the textual and experiential 

world as constructed out o f discourses, as stories that even while conflicting with each 

other, contain meaning and the means for survival. Shown the possibilities o f  tribal self, 

we are brought to an understanding o f  who and how we are in the world. We are enabled 

to peacefully offer our interpretations to the sunrise like Tayo or to the earth as Earthboy.
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1 This is from T. S. Eliot’s Collected Poems 1909-1962 (New York: Harcourt, 

1963): 3, The other main texts I will be using are Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony 

(New York: Viking Penguin, 1977), and James Welch’s Winter in the Blood (New York: 

Viking Penguin, 1974). All quotations from these books are cited by page number within 

the text.

2 William Bevis should be noted for his insight into the “homing plots” o f the 

novels o f  the Native American canon in his article: “Native American Novels: Homing In,” 

from Recovering the W ord , Brian Swann and Arnold Krapat, ed. (Los Angeles: U o f 

California P, 1987): 580-619.

3 For a fuller account o f The Waste Land in Winter in the Blood see Kenneth 

Lincoln’s Native American Renaissance. Berkeley: U  o f  California P, 1983. 148-164.

4 While I connect the humor here with the oral traditional trickster’s use o f 

parody, Alan Velie looks at other dimensions o f  the humor in his “Winter in the Blood as 

Comic Novel,” from Critical Perspectives on Native American Fiction, ed. Richard Fleck, 

(Washington D.C.: Three Continents P, 1993): 189-194.

5 For this book as vision-quest see William Thackeray’s “Crying for Pity in 

Winter in the Blood.” MELUS 7 (1980): 61-78; as creation myth see Kenneth Lincoln’s 

Native American Renaissance. (Los Angeles: U  o f  California P, 1985): 150-64; and as 

ritual see Louise Barnett’s “Alienation and Ritual in Winter in The B lood” American 

Indian Quarterly 4.2:123-30.
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6 The name “Earthboy” first appears in Welch’s book o f poems. Riding the 

Earthbov 40 (Lewiston, ID: Confluence P, 1971). Part o f the title poem prefaces Winter 

in the Blood, which was written three years later.
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'  5
Am Amtobiograpfey of O thers: L esle  Marmom Silko’s Storyteller 

‘‘In the tale, in the telling, we are all one blood.”

--Ursula K. Le Guin

“To achieve inner peace, be completely empty... .Have eyes only for finding your 

roots,” comes advice from Taoism, itself one o f the roots o f Buddhism1 Leslie Marmon 

Silko’s Storyteller seems to take this to heart—not only because it is an autobiography that 

goes to the roots o f  the individual self but also because it tells the story o f  someone 

finding a sense o f  wholeness or peace through an examination o f  her role as an individual 

within Laguna Pueblo identity.2 Silko finds her roots not by digging in the dirt o f history 

for dried blood to feed any present grudges. But rather, she finds her roots by exploring 

the oral and written dimensions o f  storytelling through which she connects herself to 

Grandmother Spider’s inclusive web o f  creation. This chapter explores the ways that 

Silko achieves a sense o f  personal and textual harmony and cohesiveness in the 

intriguingly heterogeneous Storyteller.

The roots o f  self can be described as having three main arteries—body, mind, and 

speech.3 The body’s roots are composed o f  one’s ancestors, all the food and water one 

has taken to maintain oneself and even all who have helped to maintain you (doctors, 

farmworkers, mother earth, etc.) The mind’s roots are made up o f  all that one has 

experienced—what one has thought, felt, and learned from contact with the cultural and 

natural world. The roots o f  speech are composed o f  the symbolic realm o f  language—the 

words one has used orally, in gesture, and in writing to express one’s mind and body. All



three root categories o f the self blend together fluidly just as when the individual 

contemplates her roots to find her individuality dissolving into emptiness.

For Silko, this sense o f  rooted and empty self is crystalized by stories. Just as 

speech brings together mind and body and links human beings together, stories have the 

greatest ability to sustain the wholeness o f self and the wholeness o f  a community. She 

asserts that stories provide “life...for the people” the only weapon against fragmentation 

which causes “illness and death” (1977,2). From a Pueblo Indian perspective, stories 

are the lifelines that link together all things, stories take all possible forms (myth, song, 

gossip, anecdote, etc.), and inhabit all areas o f  life. Silko says that “the original [Laguna] 

view o f creation...sees that it is all part o f a whole; we do not differentiate or fragment 

stories and experiences. In the beginning, Ts’its’tsi’nako, Thought Woman, thought o f  all 

these things, and all o f  these things are held together as one holds many things together in 

a single thought.”4 Each individual in this worldview is important and has the 

responsibility to listen and contribute to the oral tradition: “the whole story/ the long story 

o f the people.”5 In other words, the chief contribution a person makes is linking a line o f 

speech to the web/story o f the Laguna community and ultimately, to history and the 

world. The individual should have “an appreciation for the boundless capacity o f language 

which through storytelling, brings us together, despite great distances between cultures, 

despite great distances in time” (Silko 1986a, 72).

It is no wonder why stories and their inclusive powers are so important to Silko 

when one considers Laguna Pueblo and its history. In  the harshness o f  the arid New
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Mexico desert where Laguna Pueblo is situated, even just one person’s selfishness can 

threaten all living beings. Thus, “Survival depended upon harmony and cooperation not 

only among human beings, but among all things—the animate and the less animate, since 

rocks and mountains were known to move, to travel occasionally” (Silko 1986a, 86). And 

in this way, storytelling best manifests this inclusive worldview because it is truly a 

communual effort that requires not only successive generations o f communicative 

Lagunas, but all creation as well. Although Silko and most o f  her commentators usually 

mean only the Laguna tribe when referring to the “people,” when one looks more closely 

at Laguna Pueblo’s history and Storyteller, it becomes evident that this definition is 

deceptively simple. Although Silko never directly addresses it, the Lagunas have a long 

history o f  encouraging and incorporating cultural others into itself.

Since its beginnings, the tribe was a mixture o f different tribal cultures—particularly 

o f clans from other Pueblo tribes who joined or immigrated by invitation o f  the Lagunas.

Those tribes include the Zia, Hopi, Zuni, Jemez, Cochiti, and most recently, the nonPueblo
\

Navajo.6 The people o f  Laguna Pueblo have never sought to isolate themselves or 

demand ethnic purity. Later, Laguna was one o f  the first Pueblos to intermarry with 

Euramericans and “Americanize” beginning in the 1860s. In fact, one o f  these first 

marriages occurred between Silko’s great grandparents Robert G. Marmon and Marie 

Anaya Marmon.

It is this event, one moment in a long history o f  cultural mixing that Silko 

celebrates and begins the photographic series that runs throughout the book.7 These
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photos are mostly o f herself, family, friends o f  the family, the southwestern desert (New 

Mexico and Arizona), and significant possessions. They mirror one o f  the main categories 

o f  the book: the memoirs o f  herself, family, and tribe. That is, the autobiographical 

expressed as both singular and plural. These could be categorized further as different, but 

connected roots o f  self—stories that manifest body and mind. Silko examines the roots o f 

her body in her stories about her family, and the long-lived stories o f  the tribe that have 

helped them to survive. She goes to the roots o f her mind in her own personal 

reminiscences—the usual stuff o f  western autobiography. The second main category o f the 

book, the literary pieces (short stories and poems), seem to lack an obvious 

autobiographical quality. Often this is because the characters or settings in these pieces 

are recognizably fictional or nonLaguna. But a closer look at these stories reveal 

thematic concerns that are close to Silko and echo what she has said about herself, family, 

and tribe throughout her artistic career. These are the themes o f  transgression and 

mixture, and the importance o f  stories to frame and incorporate into a whole. What we 

find is that the book’s categories interweave and show Storyteller to be an intricately 

crafted, cohesive autobiography where the most literary o f  works amplify even the most 

autobiographical o f  material and vice versa. For the rest o f this chapter I will be taking a 

closer look at key autobiographical and literary pieces and showing how they work 

together to give the reader the sense o f an individual who is rooted, through stories, in a 

family and a community whose own roots reach in all directions and dimensions.
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It is primarily the grandmothers, A’mooh and Lillie, and the aunts, Susie and 

Alice: Grandmother Spiders all, who teach young Leslie that the oral tradition holds 

together “an entire vision o f  the world...an entire identity o f a people” by requiring all to 

join in, even outsiders and transgressive insiders (6). Within the web o f  storytelling, 

wildness does not threaten social harmony, but rather enlarges and reinvigorates it.

It is through the oral tradition from Grandma Lillie and A’mooh that Navajos are 

transformed from enemy outsiders to people who enrich Laguna culture. The first we 

hear o f  Navajos is from Grandma Lillie who passes on to Silko her Memorial day tradition 

o f  leaving flowers near the grave o f Juana, her Navajo nursemaid. Juana became a part o f  

Lillie’s mixed blood family because she had lost her own family as a young girl when she 

was kidnapped by slavehunters who preyed on Navajos in territorial New Mexico until 

1900. Juana, like other Navajos mentioned later, are portrayed sympathetically or gently 

poked fun at. Grandma A’mooh tells a family story about Navajos and the origin o f  the 

Laguna Feast. The Laguna Feast is a big event held every September 19 at which time 

Navajo people “are invited in [to any Laguna home they come to] to eat as much as they

want.”8 This is because long ago, a group o f  Lagunas (including A’mooh’s uncles and
. ‘ - - ,  . - ■ •

grandfather) confronted some starving Navajos about stealing Laguna sheep and promised 

to give them food whenever they asked so that they did not have to steal or go hungry. 

This is an important inter-tribal tradition that created lifelong friendships between families 

and individuals (like grandpa Hank and the old man from Alamo) and generate more 

stories like this next one from Silko’s own memory.



In her anecdote, some visiting Navajo men take on characteristics o f  the mythical 

Laguna trickster, Coyote, who is “too smart for his own good” and who is a regular 

visitor to the Pueblo and the book. Since liquor is illegal on the reservation.

Some Navajo guys had planned it very carefully.

They hid their liquor supply in the trash pile

and then went up to the village

for the dances and food stands and carnival

They would sneak back down to the trash pile for a drink

whenever they wanted.

They were having a wonderful time

until someone noticed them going back and forth

always coming back happier than they went down. (240)

The Navajo men end up arrested after a “pushing and shoving fight” with the police. But 

the Lagunas see the police as troublemakers who ruin the feast; the Navajos are viewed as 

taking part in “the fiesta spirit,” in other words, behaving property, especially if it means 

behaving like Coyote.

People from neighboring Acoma Pueblo are treated in an even more surprising 

manner. The Acomas and their stories are almost interchangeable with the Lagunas and 

their stories. Maybe this is because they share the same Keresan language and culture, or 

perhaps as some speculate, the Lagunas were once a part o f the Acomas. In any case, 

Silko transforms four oral Acoma stories into written ones that could easily be mistaken

105
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for Laguna stories. Aunt Susie tells her two o f these as “Hummah-hah” or tales o f “long 

ago”: the “yashtoah” story and the flood story. They are both set in Acoma and 

presumably originated there as w ell Her friend, the Acoma writer Simon Ortiz tells her 

the other two stories, “Uncle Tony’s Goat,” and “Skeleton Fixer.”

Both o f Aunt Susie’s stories are embued with mystery where a mother’s 

transgressions (irresponsibility towards her daughters) are somehow linked to death and 

creation. In the first story, a daughter kills herself because her mother does not cook her 

some yashtoah (“the hardened crust on com meal mush that curls up”) and through her 

mother, all o f  her possessions are transformed into the many, colorful butterflies at 

Acoma. In the flood story, two sisters are abandoned by their mother to an oncoming 

flood, and reaching safety, are transformed into stones on the high mesa. Both stories, 

especially the former one echo Silko’s “Poem for Myself and Mei: Concerning Abortion.” 

In this poem, metaphors o f  abortion’s destructiveness are transformed into creativity and 

new life: “The morning sun/ coming unstuffed” becomes “yellow light/ butterflies,” and 

shattered vision and ice becomes mountain stream pebbles “speckled and marbled/ alive 

beneath the water” (122). Again, a mother’s apparent destruction o f  her child is 

revealed to simultaneously be a complicated act o f rebirth and tenderness. It is as if  Aunt 

Susie’s Acoma stories have helped shape the author’s personal and artistic perspective 

towards death and rebirth. Perhaps an even more striking connection is her written 

version o f Ortiz’s oral tale “Skeleton Fixer.” In her narrative poem, the skeleton fixer, like 

Silko, practices the storyteller’s art, searching for “words like bones/ scattered all over the
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place” to make them into whole stories again and give them new life out o f  seeming death 

(243). They both believe that “things don’t die/ they fell to pieces maybe,/ get scattered or 

separated,” so that the words/bones must be treated with love and care, even if one 

accidently resurrects an ungrateful Old Coyote Woman’s story (243,245). This lack o f 

differentiation between Acoma and Laguna stories may have a little to do with Laguna’s 

mixed Puebloan origins and more to do with what she has called “the Pueblo Indian 

perspective,” a common worldview shared by Pueblo tribes that emphasizes intertribal 

continuities rather than differences.9 In any case, whether Silko talks about Navajos or 

other Puebloans, her stories render them not only familiar, but also meaningful and able to 

mix within the web o f Laguna culture.

While mixture is already important to the tribe’s identity, the importance o f 

mixture is intensified within Silko’s femily—the Laguna/white Marmons who created 

charges in Laguna and have earned a bad reputation there over the years: “the stories 

were always about the wild, roguish, crazy sorts o f things they did” (1976,30). The 

Marmons have lived “below the village, close to the river...on the fringe o f  things” (1976, 

30). The location o f  the femily home in the borderlands (where the village and wilderness 

intermingles) is strangely appropriate for the Marmons who embody the ambiguous space 

o f  mixture between opposite forces. They are simultaneously insiders and outsiders, o f 

culture and nature, and all o f  what these enormous categories signify. It is perhaps this 

understanding o f  her family’s position that brings Silko to write so frequently about and to 

identify with the first transgressive insiders Yellow Woman and Coyote.
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Yellow Woman and Coyote each have a pronounced presence in Storyteller. It is 

as if  by telling these stories that Silko illustrates a self with fluid boundaries. What this 

means is that through the medium o f  trickster stories, she presents the individual self as 

indeterminately part o f the extended family, tribe, postmodern world, oral tradition and 

literature. These tricksters seem to represent similar life forces, but portray differing 

circumstances and consequences because o f being male or female. Male Coyotes are 

usually footloose wanderers, always “going along” to no place in particular. Yellow 

Woman (and female Coyotes) are usually settled down and raising a family when 

adventure calls them to stray away. By bringing food, stories, witchery, cultural heroes, 

or “simply [bringing] in new blood into the Pueblo, Yellow Woman becomes a symbol o f  

renewal through liaison with outside sources” (Ruoff 73). Yellow Woman’s liaisons 

traditionally begin “on the river bank,” “on the fringe o f  things,” the very borderlands that 

the Marmons call home, Silko has also associated the Marmons with Coyote, the bringer 

o f change: the foremost destroyer and creator o f  culture. For example, she has identified 

her family in this passage from her poem “Toe’osh: A Laguna Coyote Story:” “Some 

white men came to Acoma and Laguna a hundred years ago/ and they fought over Acoma 

land and Laguna women, and even now/ some o f  their descendants are howling in/ the 

hills southeast o f  Laguna.”10 And in her interpretation o f  the “Coyote long-long-long- 

long mouth” story that her great-grandfather Marmon told to ethnologist Elsie Clews 

Parsons, she equates the situation o f the teased coyote to that o f her great grandfather’s.
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I would like to begin this section o f closereadings o f Yellow Woman and Coyote 

with the book’s title piece. Storyteller. What it strikingly odd about this story’s centrality 

within the autobiography are two facts, both obvious and subtle. First, the setting is far 

removed from Laguna Pueblo—in rural Alaska among Yupiks and Gussucks (Alaskan 

natives and whites). Second, the notion o f what is a storyteller here is dramatically 

different from Silko ’s own definition o f a Laguna storyteller. It is a story that does not 

seem to fit in, much less deserve to be the centerpiece o f  an autobiography o f  an individual 

and her tribe. But I want to propose that one must go beneath the surface here to see the 

importance o f this unusual story to the book as a whole.

Like the stories o f  the Navajos, the Yupiks are also made familiar by connecting 

them with a Laguna mythical figure, this time it is Yellow Woman. Like Yellow Woman, 

the main character here, an anonymous, young Yupik woman flatty characterized like all 

mythical figures, is a transgressor, and a master o f  boundaries and stories.11 Through 

stories and transgressions she brings her knowledge o f  the outsiders (the Gussucks) into 

her tribe that helps them to shake off their harmful influence and return them to a way o f 

life that will allow them to survive another ice age that is quickly descending upon them. 

Like Yellow Woman and the Marmons, she lives on the fringes—her “house was not near 

the village houses. It stood alone on the bank upriver from the village” (18). Also in 

another way comparable to the Laguna heroine, the young Yupik woman is “ restless and 

strong”—a sexually open woman unafraid o f  boundaries or the breakdown o f  boundaries. 

By this I mean that throughout the story she is either transgressing social boundaries or
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preparing for a world without boundaries. She commits symbolic incest with her 

“grandfather” the village storyteller whose role she inherits. She frequently crosses into 

the store’s “back room” that the other “village women did not even look” at (23). And 

she sleeps with the Gussuck oil drillers. But she seems to share in Silko’s beliefs about 

some boundaries that shouldn’t be crossed such as rules regarding the behavior o f humans 

to nature. She laughs at the Gussuck’s attempts to control the environment—their feeble 

attempts to “keep out the cold with stringy yellow wadding” and thermostats, to keep 

away the darkness with electric lights that don’t shine in subzero air, and their machines 

that are swallowed by the summer mud or silenced by the cold, “the metal froze; it split 

and shattered. Oil hardened and moving parts jammed solidly” (18). But she seems most 

aware o f the overwhelming, all consuming greed o f  the Gussucks for “valuable things” 

that drives them to transgress against the sanctity o f all life: the native people (her 

murdered parents), the earth, and the animals.

The Gussucks seem to represent the lone hunter in the old man’s story about the 

giant polar bear o f  ice. This story seems to have mysterious connections with the girl’s 

own unfolding story o f  her parent’s death and her revenge. She is the only one who 

understands that the voice o f  the river “like someone was singing” and the “soft singing 

voice” o f the old man, are telling two interconnecting stories. These two stories merge 

together on a single spider’s web whose entirety can only be described by the village 

storyteller. It is not until the girl takes her revenge by killing the village store keeper that 

the story can move on ahead to its inevitable conclusion: nature in whatever form—here
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ice, river, the hazardous tundra (like a frozen version o f the southwestern desert) —always 

triumphs over human beings when it is treated with disrespect. The girl achieves her 

revenge not by trying to control the ice, but by fully acknowledging it. She spends days 

on the river ice examining “shadows o f boundaries, outlines o f paths which were slender 

branches o f  solidity reaching out from the earth” (28). And she’s equally aware o f the 

boundaries between sea and land , and land and sky—’’Somewhere the sea and the land 

met; she knew by their dark green colors there were no boundaries between them. That 

was how the cold would come: when the boundaries were gone the polar ice would range 

across the land into the sky” (27).

- Thus the Yellow Woman character is a perfect vehicle for SiBco. This character 

represents the marginal person who is nevertheless central in importance to her culture 

because o f her fearlessness and knowledge o f the world(s) beyond the village and the 

stories she provides. This mythical figure parallels Silko’s own life to a certain degree as 

a storyteller on the margins: at the river’s edge o f  Laguna, again at Bethel, Alaska, and 

finally on the outskirts o f  Tucson.

But what is strange is that the notion o f  the shaman-storyteller o f  “Storyteller” 

seems to be the opposite o f all the other storytellers in Storyteller. In the short story 

there is only one storyteller at a time in the village. First, it is the old man who like a 

shaman has visions and listens to “the wind off o f  the river.” He also fulfils a singular, 

specialized role, lives on the boundary between the village and the wilderness, and is 

treated with respect and fear by the rest o f the people. After he passes on, the young
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woman “inherits” his role and from the jail cell miles from her tribe, she is looked after 

and looked up to just like the old man was by her people. This is the opposite o f how 

Silko describes Laguna storytellers: “It isn’t like there’s one storyteller designated, that’s 

not it at all,” “it’s a way o f  interacting...a whole way o f being” which means that everyone 

is a storyteller at Laguna—it is their way o f participating in community life, o f being 

Laguna (1986b, 86). Although she says that there are certain people who are better 

storytellers than others, and even ones who have the special role o f  remembering and 

retelling the emergence and migration stories every winter solstice, none o f these people 

are considered “spiritual leaders” in any way.

So perhaps there isn’t a direct correspondence here between Laguna, New Mexico 

and Bethel, Alaska. Perhaps it is because Silko is more concerned with the nature o f 

Yellow Woman who is not a spiritual leader, but rather a storyteller, a woman made o f 

stories. In other words. Yellow Woman’s main role is to emphasize the importance o f 

stories for the continuity they bring to all people and all things, no matter where they are 

told, how they are told, or who tells them. As she has said elsewhere: “I think what is 

essential is this sense o f story, and the story within story, and the idea that one story is 

only the beginning o f  many stories, and the sense that stories never truly end” (1981b, 56). 

In this way, “Storyteller” doesn’t undermine Storyteller, rather it only asserts that even 

though some storytellers are more celebrated than others, (like Yellow Woman and Silko) 

we are all storytellers. That is our common role within our own communities.
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But now it is time to move on to Yellow Woman’s “brother,” Coyote. Like 

“Storyteller,” “Coyote Holds a Full House in his Hand” is another short story that would 

seem to be an odd inclusion into an autobiography.12 But looking at this story closely, it 

becomes easy to see why not only is this story right for Storyteller, but is just the right 

story to end the book as well. For one, it works perfectly with the last seven narratives o f 

the book where Coyote, like a true trickster takes a variety o f forms such as: a rooster, a 

letter, a clan, a written translation o f  an oral story, a girl from Encinal, some Laguna and 

Navajo guys, gossip, a furry coyote, the Marmon family, a politician, the Laguna people, 

Simon Ortiz, a narrative poem. Old Coyote Woman, great-grandpa Marmon, and 

commentary. All have to do with Coyote’s knack for survival—no matter what happens— 

even after serial goof-ups, humiliations, and deaths—Coyote always comes back. “Coyote 

Holds” brings up the rear o f this motley crew and follows in their footsteps.

Also significant is how “Coyote Holds” as the last narrative links up with the first 

narrative to give Storyteller a circular structure, somewhat like a spider’s web, the image 

o f  the universe created by Grandmother Spider.13 As if  reflecting this web image, these 

narratives both emphasize the space o f interweaving and ambiguity. More specifically, 

they concern the relationship between heterogeneous elements within a single space.

Look for instance at the introductory narrative where “A tall Hopi basket with a single 

figure woven into it which might be [ambiguously] a Grasshopper or a Hunamingbird 

Man” contains “hundreds o f [story-generating] photographs taken since the 1890’s around 

Laguna” (1). There is at lot at play in this short description. The history and identity o f
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Laguna and its people are evoked here through the hundreds o f  images and stories they 

are a part o f  but oddly not contained in a Laguna space, but rather a Hopi space: the “tall 

Hopi basket” whose “single figure” multiplies into at least two different interpretations. 

Although one might be tempted to equate the basket o f  photos and stories with a Laguna 

storyteller, Storyteller, or Silko herself, the specific Hopi-ness o f the basket undermines 

such a simple interpretation.

The last narrative, “Coyote Holds,” hints at what may be happening in this first 

narrative. Although it may be argued that Lagunas identify with Hopis in the same way 

they identify with Acomas (earlier Hopis are a part o f  the mixed Puebloan Lagunas), this 

story would suggest the opposite. Here, the emphasized relationship between the two 

tribes is difference, after all, the men have an ongoing competition for each other’s 

women. The Lagunas are losing. But what is important to realize about “Coyote Holds” 

is this: similar to the first narrative, it is about the plural (the Laguna photos and stories) in 

the singular (the Hopi basket): the protean Coyote within a Hopi setting.14 So perhaps the 

Hopi basket has more to do with helping to create this textual link between the narratives 

and a circular structure than it has to do with Hopis.

Another narrative that seems to demand comparison with “Coyote Holds” is the 

previously discussed “Storyteller.” Whereas the Yellow Woman character in 

“Storyteller” presented a portrait o f the storyteller as shaman, the Coyote in “Coyote 

Holds” presents a convoluted parody: the shaman as storyteller and liar. There is nobody 

who could play this role better than Coyote. This thirtysomething “good for nothing” is
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still living with his mother and good at “making up stories to justify why things happened 

the way they did” (259). But nobody appreciates his stories (what others might call 

“pathetic lies”) enough to know that as a storyteller, he should be treated with respect 

and that “you’re supposed to feed the storyteller good things” (110). It is only in Hopi 

that his storytelling is appreciated in this way. Unfortunately, the Hopis don’t realize that 

for Coyote, being a storyteller and medicine man mean the same thing. In Silko’s eyes, 

any good puebloan knows there’s a difference between the two. But she also emphasizes 

consistently throughout Storyteller and her other works that to have stories is to have 

great power or strong medicine. Here she seems to indicate that not only does the stories 

o f  one’s culture have life-giving power for its people, but that stories brought in from the 

outside also have great power. In “Coyote Holds,” the Hopi’s Snow clan accepts the 

Laguna Coyote’s stories (o f being a medicine man and his “curing” ceremony) and as 

result heals their ailing Aunt Mamie. This not only echoes the Laguna’s general sense o f 

outside sources having important, revitalizing possibilities for the culture, but also echoes 

Silko’s own marginalized family’s identification with Coyote and his many left-handed 

attempts to do the right thing. Indeed when Coyote begins this story, he is only 

marginally Laguna (he has always been ostracized for his very unLaguna-like laziness and 

self-centeredness) by the end he comes to represent Laguna (at least its men). The shift 

can be seen in the phrase “trying and trying.” Initially the phrase is Coyote’s whining 

refrain: “they thought he was sort o f good for nothing, hp knew that, but for a long time 

he kept telling himself to keep on trying and trying” and later, “...it was lonely living in a
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place where no one appreciates you even when you keep trying and trying” (258,260, my 

emphasis). In its final incarnation, the phrase become used to describe the situation o f the 

Laguna men to the Hopi men: “It [prevailing over the Hopis] was something they’d been 

trying and trying to do for long time” (265, my emphasis). In other words, the coyote in 

the margins takes center stage in Laguna identity.

Silko shows finally that it perhaps paradox which best characterizes the nature o f 

the Laguna Pueblo tribal self. Storyteller reveals this by being an autobiography where the 

“I” is only possible through recognizing itself as also “Others.” It is the story told o f how 

one person is also a tribe, and one tribe is also the world.
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Notes

1 From Michael Saso’s A Taoist Cookbook (Boston: Tuttle, 1994): 50. This is the 

author’s translation o f  a passage o f the Tao Te Chine.

2 I see Storyteller as an autobiography along similar innovative lines as Kingston’s 

Woman Warrior or as Arnold Krupat classifies Storyteller as a “dialogic” Native American 

autobiography. See his Voice in the Margin (Berkeley: University o f  California P, 1989) 

161-170.

3 This is according to general Buddhist thought—which offers an interesting 

paradigm in which to examine the unities o f the work—I am not saying that the Lagunas 

have also categorized the self this way, nor has even Silko who is femilar with Buddhism.

4 See Silko 1981b, 56. At other times, the creator. Thought Woman is known as 

Grandmother Spider and all creation is imaged as a spider’s web.

5 From Leslie Marmon Silko’s Storyteller (New York: Seaver Books, 1981): 7.

All quotations from this book are cited by page number within the text.

6 See Ruoff 70. R uoffs sources are the ethnographic publications o f  

anthropologists Florence H. Ellis and Elsie Clews Parsons.

7 Silko herself is o f  Laguna Pueblo, Plains Indian, Mexican, and European 

ancestry. It is unclear to Silko herself (when interviewed) why she never directly 

addresses certain parts o f  her identity. Most obviously, herself as her mother’s daughter 

and part o f  her mother’s family. Patricia Jones in her “The Web o f  Meaning: N aming the 

Absent Mother in Storyteller from Yellow Woman: Leslie Marmon Silko ed. Melody



Graulich (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers UP, 1993): 213-233 speculates on this but gives 

an overgeneralized and unsatisfying psychoanalytical reading. My own reading o f this 

absence in Storyteller is that Silko’s mother has not been a main storyteller in her life, and 

this book is very much about how Silko fits into a tradition and ancestral line o f  

storytellers.

8 My Husband and I who are non-Navajos have been invited to this feast so it 

seems that the Lagunas in keeping with their inclusive worldview are welcoming a wider 

range o f outsiders into this tradition.

9 See for instance Silko 1981b and 1986a.

10 From Storyteller 237. Silko comments on this passage and her family in the film 

documentary Running at the Edge o f  the Rainbow: Laguna Stories and Poems from 

Larry Evers’ “Words and Place” series, Clearwater Publishing Company, 1978.

11 Also like Yellow Woman, this Yupik character is strongly associated with a 

color, for this character it is red—her red cabin, red clothing, and her refrain o f  there was 

“something red” in the grass that morning.

12 From hereafter I will refer to “Coyote Holds a Full House in His Hand” as 

“Coyote Holds.”

13 Linda Danielson does a  very good extended analysis o f  the spider’s web 

structure o f  this work in “Storyteller: Grandmother Spider’s Web.” Journal o f  the 

Southwest 30.3 (Autumn 1988) 325-355. Although Danielson doesn’t see Storyteller as a 

tribal autobiography as I do, we both come to the same conclusion that with “double
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vision” (Danielson’s involving tribal and feminist perspectives), the work is clearly unified 

and coherent.

14 Although “Coyote Holds” wanders about in Coyote’s flashbacks to Laguna and 

Albuquerque, it is set at Second Mesa, Hopi, Arizona.
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6
“T hat Perfect Leap in to  Everything:” The Edge and Identity

in
Joy H arjo ’s The W oman W ho Fell from the Sky

Remarking on the only remembered line o f  a dancing song by an extinct California 

Indian tribe: ‘Dancing on the brink o f  the world...’’and speaking o f  future worlds, Ursula 

K. Le Quin says that “The dance o f renewal, the dance that made the world, was always 

danced here at the edge o f things, on the brink....” (48). Haijo dances with words at this 

very edge o f  things, “at the ragged end o f  this century,” where we hover on the brink o f 

world destruction (1994, 70). Her poetry, particularly in the latest book. The Woman 

Who Fell From the Sky is a remarkable dance o f  renewal and also making o f  a new world 

based on imagination, love, and the “tribal memory" o f how all things are connected to 

each other, so that we may repair “the strands broken from the web o f  life” (1994, xv).

She would probably agree with the surrealist artist Jean Dubuffet who insisted that “The 

real function o f  art is to change mental patterns...making new thought possible” (Fineberg 

124). Haijo makes this change and new thought possible by showing the need to have the 

courage to leap o ff the multiple edges o f  our known worlds into new possibilities o f being.

The edge has been a recurring and developing concept in Harjo’s latest poetry.1 

The edge brings to mind a zone o f  instability, o f  danger, like the edge o f  extinction, but 

for Harjo it is this and more. In contrast to Silko’s borders, which seem largely controlled 

by the patterns already set forth by precedent in ancient stories; Harjo’s edges, while at 

times echoing ancient stories, are far more visionary and unpredictable. It is the
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difference between crossing the Arizona border to visit Mexico, a strange, but familiar 

world, versus leaping into an abyss. At an edge, like a cliff or o f any unexplored area, one 

feels the resonance o f an inner edge as a thrill o f keen appreciation for life: perhaps 

because o f the real possibility o f death there, just beyond the edge. The important thing 

to remember about standing at the edge is not to be paralyzed with fear.

Instead one must be like the crows o f Haijo’s poetry who are guardians o f the 

edge. These crows preside between the commonsensical, objectifying, imprisoning 

world o f “the easiest vision” (sometimes called “television”) and the profound world “rich 

with levels o f  dream stuff intermixed with hard reality,” o f  imaginative vision.2 The 

creative imagination is extremely important to Haijo who sees it not only as a powerful, 

living world, but also the greatest possible form o f empowerment for human beings:

The imagining needs praise as does any living thing. Stories and 

songs are evidence o f this praise.

The imagination conversely illumines us, speaks with us, sings with 

us.

Stories and songs are like humans who when they laugh are 

indestructible. (1994,18)

The crows laugh and cry because they view the same world from the two different 

orientation points, which house two kinds o f self. The small self is most acceptable to the 

profane world o f  “the easiest vision.” It is characterized by a desire to cling to a familiar 

world because it fears the edge o f the unkno wn, the other; it is the individual self filled
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with insecurities and egotistical desires. The large self, the tribal self o f  imaginative 

vision is characterized by experience o f the abyss and finding a sense o f peace and 

centeredness on the edge. It is a fearless self that knows “to be alive is to forsake/the fear 

o f blood,” and that knows it must make “that perfect leap into everything” many times, in 

other words, to die and be recreated constantly1990, 36; 1994,65). Finally, it is a self 

large enough to have compassion for all people and all things. Being able to not fear the 

edge allows one to have tribal identity or what Haqo has called “tribal consciousness,” 

which is the ability to perceive that “the world is not disconnected or separate but whole. 

All persons are still their own entity but not separate from everything else” (1987, 92). It 

is also knowing that since all things are connected that everything people say, “do, think, 

feel, dream, has effect” (1987, 99). This is closely akin to Zen Buddhist belief which 

would characterize tribal consciousness as “right perception,” or in science, as Haqo 

remarks, it would be called “Bell’s theorem which states that all actions have a ripple 

effect in this world” (1994,34). Perhaps because the crows have the proper perspective 

from the edge o f  identity choices, they have a subsequent ability that is very important to 

Haijo: the power to recreate themselves and the world. She admits to identifying with 

them, she says to the “Crow, in the new snow”: “Laugh./ Because you know I’m a fool/ 

too, like you/skimming over the thin ice”(1990 ,13). Later in the same book, she again 

shows her identification with the crows by being able to interpret them:

three crows laugh 

kick up the neighbor’s trash.
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Telling jokes

they re-create the world” (1990, 43).

Elsewhere, the crows again assert their ability to recreate themselves and new worlds 

appearing sometimes as simple tamaracks on earth, other times as cosmic “crows, leaning 

over the edge o f the world, tasting the wind blown up from a pool o f newly bom  planets” 

(1989,20). Further on, in the latest book, Haijo shows the crows having control over 

life and death because o f  their understanding o f these simply as a change o f  self 

perception: “We fly into the body and we fly out, changed by the sun, by crows who 

manipulate the borders o f  reason”(1994,26). Through crow’s eyes we are illuminated as 

we truly are: whole and beautiful, alone and frightened. They hold within themselves the 

many meanings o f  something or someplace—and experience all o f the meanings 

simultaneously. Perceiving a crow is like viewing one o f  Picasso’s Cubist sculptures and 

experiencing all dimensions and past, present and future in a single space and moment.

The crows also mark the various edges o f our known worlds, our “borders o f  reason” in a 

way similar to Stevens’ famous Blackbird o f thirteen views—’’When the blackbird flew out 

o f  sight,/ it marked the edge/ o f one o f many circles.” Everywhere, either through 

imaginary crow’s eyes or actual crows, Harjo reveals the importance o f  being a fearless 

dweller o f edges where one finds proper perspective: as a compassionate, imaginative 

tribal self. What I would like to do now is briefly show the development o f  the concept o f  

the edge in Haijo’s latest works, beginning with She Had Some Horses.
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In She Had Some Horses (1983), Harjo explores the edge o f fear that traps one 

with “the easiest vision” and the leap o f freedom into the abyss is imaged as a 

transcendence into a strange sky, or as perceiving a transformation o f  the physical world 

into music. The first poem, “Call it Fear,” immediately pulls us to the edge:

There is this edge where shadows 

and bones o f some o f us walk 

backwards. Talk backwards. There is this edge 

call it an ocean o f fear o f the dark. Or 

name it with other songs....(1983, 13)

In other words, this psychic edge, the emotional dead end she names fear, induces 

paralysis that can be broken out o f  by “walkpng]/ backwards. Talkpngjbackwards” to the 

original sources o f  fear. Only this will reverse the damage o f fear. Thus she can also call 

the edge “a string o f shadow horses kicking/ and pulling me out o f  my belly/ ...into the 

music” (1983, 13). Here at the edge, if  one has the courage to back into the shadowy 

abyss o f  the repressed personal and collective past, the source o f all fears, one can 

become all the “horses” or selves one has known. This seems to be the first step in 

becoming a tribal self rather than a small, frightened, fragmented self For Harjo, it is only 

when one is whole and fearless that one can hear the music that one is—the music o f the 

earth and the stars. Music is especially important to her because she is a  musician herself; 

she has said that “Sound is an extension o f all, and sound is spirit, motion” (1987, 100).
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“Noni Daylight,” Harjo’s early alter ego best seems to illustrate the choices one 

has on the edge o f  fear. In “Heartbeat,” Noni chooses the outward manifestation o f fear: 

anger and violence. We are told twice that “Noni Daylight is afraid.” She is driven to 

“the edge o f  her skin” because o f her overwhelming, amorphous fear and seeks the 

negative adrenaline rush o f “a fierce anger/ that will free her” (1983, 37). But killing 

someone is ultimately a false freedom from fear, temporary and lonely, reaching another 

deadend.

Later in the book in “She Remembers the Future,” Noni ponders another choice. 

Rather than giving in to fear and its twin, anger, she asks rhetorically and fearlessly:

Should you ride colored horses

into the cutting edge o f  the sky

to know

that we’re alive

we are alive. (1983,46)

To become fearlessly alive beyond the edge means death and rebirth into the infinite where 

the small self metamorphoses into 

memory alive 

not just a  name 

but an intricate part

o f this web o f  motion, meaning; earth, sky, stars circling.... (1983, 31)
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So throughout this book, fear is shown to be “anesthetic death” keeping one from 

dancing at the edge and transcending into the abyss that she names variously: “the razor 

sky,” “a cracked sky,” “the cutting edge o f sky,” “the edge o f light,” altogether 

suggesting the thrilling, dangerous freedom o f being fully, fearlessly alive. And along with 

this there is also the exhilarating music:

Alive. This music rocks 

me....

I am free to be sung to;

I am free to sing. This woman 

can cross any line. (1983,56)

In Secrets from the Center o f the World. (1989) Harjo backs away from an 

emotional edge to enter the center, while never losing sight o f  the interdependence 

between the edge and the center. For her, the center o f the world is not singular or 

factual, but multiple and a convergence o f the physical and the personal. The poems and 

photographs evoke many centers where Harjo feels most in touch with the earth, where 

“motion, subtle, unseen,” the energy or the spirit o f  a place “mirrors a  similar [internal] 

landscape” (preface). She also says o f the center o f  the world, that it is within reach: “It 

is as familiar as your name, as strange as monsters in your sleep” (1989,48). But to be 

able to be in tune with the earth, to be centered, seems to require a particular perception 

that can only come from having experienced the edge. And o f course, nothing better 

defines the edge o f world for Harjo better than crows. Even in the first poem, the crow is
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there “perchpng] on the blue bowl o f the sky,” laughing and having a perfect 

“understand[ing of] the center o f the world” (1989,2). In another manifestation, we see 

them as “three crows at the edge o f the world, laughing” (1989, 4). The crows laugh 

because o f their fearlessness from having taken “that gorgeous leap into knowing 

everything” (1989, 81). For these ecstatic crows, being at the edge also means being at 

center and breaking the limits o f  physical reality (or “the easiest vision”) and the 

limitlessness o f  imaginative/spiritual reality. They do this by standing between the edges 

o f  each where they form a continuum. In other words, crows live in paradox—standing at 

the center o f  reality, at the center o f  the world, but also at the edges o f  realities and at the 

edge o f the world.

For the next book. In Mad Love and War (1990), there is a shift in emphasis from 

edges to the leap off the edge. This is a fearless leap into “mad love”, a place o f “grace” 

that is “a promise o f  balance” between love and war, life and death. Throughout this 

book, unlike in She Had Some Horses.“craziness” and “madness” have positive 

connotations. These words signal the absence o f  fear and the presence o f  power and 

beauty, as for example in “For Anna Mae Pictou Aquash, Whose Spirit is Present Here
l

and in the Dappled Stars,” the loving tribute to a young, murdered activist:

... we have just begun to touch

the dazzling whirlwind o f  our anger 

we have just begun to perceive the amazed world the ghost dancers

entered
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crazily, beautifully. (1990, 8)

The leap off the edge also produces a cosmic epiphany o f living in a whirling world; the 

sky, no longer dangerously razor-sharp as in She Had Some Horses, becomes a spiral o f  

infinite motion and time. All circular movement echoes the epiphany and evokes a sacred 

communion with the universe. This is especially strong in the last poem, ‘Eagle Poem”: 

Circles o f motion.

Like Eagle that Sunday morning 

Over Salt River. Circled in blue sky 

In wind, swept our hearts clean 

With sacred wings. (1990,65)

It continues with the revelation o f  the compassionate, all-encompassing tribal self:

We see you, see ourselves and know 

That we must take the utmost care 

And kindness in all things. (1990,65)

For Haqo, this transcendent leap o f  consciousness is often made with the help o f  

music, usually jazz or blues. Although music is a recurring theme throughout her poetry, 

it is perhaps most resounding in In Mad Love and War. In “Bird,” Charlie Parker’s 

“horn” makes us realize that “To survive is sometimes a leap into madness,” and that 

music may be our invisible wings “attempting flight home” to our original tribal identity 

(1990,21). Other inspired saxophone music enraptures people to take that necessary, but 

“frightening leap ... into the lapis asylum,” or even more beautifully frightening:
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into the darkest nights, 

where stars bum into ice

where the dead arise again

to walk in shoes o f fire.

(1990,37,36)

On the gentler side, a hummingbird’s song invites the speaker to be reborn through the 

tribal memory o f  “the Muscogee season o f forgiveness, time o f new com, the spiraling 

dance” (1990,15).

H aqo’s latest book o f  poetry. The Woman Who Fell from the Skv (1994) is an 

exploration o f  the edge o f  the world as also “the end o f  the world.” Haijo looks at the 

edge/the end as a place/time where only with a fearless tribal self can one begin to create a 

world beyond “the ragged end o f this century” (1994, 30). In this book, perhaps even 

more than in other o f  her books, Haijo intertwines ancient. Native American mythologies 

(particularly creation stories) with a feminist, urban Indian worldview. In this way, she 

renews myth and demonstrates that the past and future reside in the present through 

collective memory and imagination.

From the book’s general structure, the reader is given a mythic sense o f ceremony 

and solemnity. It begins with a prayer and moves to the first section entitled “Tribal 

Memory,” and on to the last section, “The World Ends Here.” The first poem, 

“Reconciliation A Prayer,” sets forth this structure. Readers are drawn into an initiation 

or healing ceremony. We are told a creation story o f  a generous god who is mother.
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world, “the shore o f  all knowledge.” This is a place and time requiring the death o f one’s 

egotistical self and old world so that from this god, a new self and new world can be bom, 

clothed only in the afterbirth o f tribal memory: “We climb into the next century naked but 

for the stories we have o f  each other” (1994, xv). We are led to the brink o f  a new world, 

while also being called to bear witness to the old world. This prayer prelude clears the 

path for the first chapter, “Tribal Memory.”

“Tribal Memory” bids the reader to awaken to a tribal sense o f  time whereby the 

past and future are in the present, “stacked in the invisible dimensions.”3 This first chapter 

makes us come to terms with the past in the present by presenting us with four more 

creation myths. Interestingly, we are given five creation myth in all that do not cancel 

each other out but rather act like five different faces o f one great myth, just as the god o f 

“Reconciliation A  Prayer” have five simultaneous relationships to us as mother, father, 

sister, brother, and lover,4

Perhaps the most important creation story here comes from the title poem, “The 

Woman Who Fell from the Sky.” The poem is an intriguing hybrid o f  Hugo’s personal 

mythology and two common Native American “tale types” or motifs: “The Woman Who 

Fell from the Sky,” and “The Star Husband.”5 Both tale types involve women who fall 

from the sky at some point in the stories, but only the former is a creation myth. This is 

the first story about a woman from the sky who fells to a watery earth, witnesses the 

creation o f  land by helpful animals and so in effect by mere presence recreates the world.

130
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The second story, “The Star Husband” involves women who are tricked into ascending to 

the sky to marry stars but manage to escape back to earth by leaping through a hole in the 

sky.

The poem itself seems to more closely resemble the latter, “The Star Husband” 

although reenvisioned in the light o f feminism and Silko’s “Yellow Woman” stories. It is 

the story about a woman who chooses to elope with a beautiful spirit: a  star, who offers 

perfect love, “travel and enlightenment.” She eventually leaps back to earth to live an 

ordinary life with her children from the extraordinary union. Yet in titling the poem, “The 

Woman Who Fell from the Sky,” Har)o emphasizes its connection to the creation story.

In my close reading o f the poem I will explore why she may have done this.

The poem’s two protagonists, Lila/ the woman who fell from the sky and Johnny/ 

Saint Coincidence are described in ways that suggest they represent generations o f Native 

Americans victimized by misguided government policies. Both were forced to go to 

Indian boarding school (where they met), where they were separated from their parents, 

culture, and language. After her graduation, like many Native women, she found work in 

the dead end, minimum wage service industry. As for Johnny, like many Indian men, 

joined the military and later “lost himself in drink in a  city he’d been sent to learn a trade”

(1994, 6). However, even while Lila and Johnny are important because they typify 

modem Native American experience, it is what makes them different that is even more 

important, and connects this poem to the creation story. What makes them different is 

their stubborn belief in tribal mythology.
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This is particularly true in the case o f Lila, for whom “myth was as real as a scalp 

being scraped for lice,” and “whose Spirit knew how to climb to the stars,” and 

understood the language o f stars (1994, 6). For Lila, “the story told before she’d grown 

ears to hear” (“the Star Husband”), keeps her from despair all her lonely life. Her “fierce 

belief’ in the story allows her to rise up into the sky “on the arms o f  one o f the stars” and 

be transformed into myth. Her transformation is described in language echoing H aqo’s 

idea o f “that necessary leap” one must make at the edge o f experience and emotion: “the 

urge to fly was as strong as the need to push when at the precipice o f  any birth” (1994, 8). 

When Lila makes her second leap, this time from the sky back to earth with her star 

children, she becomes something much greater than just the heroine from “The Star 

Husband;” she becomes the central force o f a creation myth, and Lila is referred to by a 

new name: “the woman who fell from the sky.”

As for Johnny, although he shares Lila’s beliefs in the beginning, he embraces 

Christianity after his brothers die. When he later rejects Christianity, he becomes Saint 

Coincidence, It is as Saint Coincidence that he finds Lila transformed into “the woman 

who fell from the sky.” Her presence forces him “to live through the violence o f fire”: to 

reconnect with his painful, truncated personal and tribal past. In her slow, spinning fell he 

sees “the spiral o f  events marking an ascension o f  grace” (1994,5) . She becomes “ the 

spiral o f the sky,” the descent o f  grace which Harjo defined earlier as “a promise o f 

balance”— the renewal o f  the world. So by the end o f  the poem, with the creative power 

o f the original “woman who fell from the sky,” this new mythical woman transforms the
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broken, alcoholic Saint Coincidence into a man who is whole and strong enough to catch 

her and her family in his arms on “the icy parking lot o f the Safeway” (1994, 5).

To demonstrate the reality o f this event: the interweaving o f the everyday world o f  

“the easiest vision” with the visionary world o f  myth, Haijo employs an objective 

observer. This is the “abandoned cat” with Buddhist wisdom who bears witness to the 

event:

These humans set off strange phenomena, she thought and made no 

attachment to the thought. It was what it was, this event, shimmer

ing there between the frozen parking lot o f the store and the sky, 

something unusual and yet quite ordinary. (1994, 7)

This “unusual and yet quite ordinary” event caused by the modem “woman who fell from 

the sky,” parallels the event caused by the original “woman who fell from the sky.” Both 

events are the creation o f  a new world. But the modem creation story goes one step 

further than the original by beginning with a ready-made human family to live in this new 

world o f profound vision.

Unlike the previous poem, “A Postcolonial Tale” isn’t modeled on any traditional 

creation myth. Instead, imagined by Haijo, it is a modem creation myth about the future 

postcolonial world that has obliterated television’s hypnotic promotion o f  “the easiest 

vision” o f western values that have kept people colonized: 6Tt was as if we were stolen, 

put into a bag carried on the back o f a whiteman who pretends to own the earth and the 

sky” (1994,18). Rebirth, freedom from this false womb, according to H aijo’s new
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creation myth comes from a leap o f  the imagination. This can occur when people 

conceptually break through the whiteman’s “bag”: television’s consumer culture 

consciousness that robs the viewer o f imagination, and “separates the dreamer from the 

dreaming” (1994,18). The breakthrough leap from the edge o f  television’s “easiest 

vision” into the newly created world echoes the leap by “the woman who fell from the 

sky.” All these leaps are the result o f the imagination in the celebration o f  the miraculous 

in the ordinary world, the defiance o f gravity and oppression to “ris[e] up,” and the 

courage to fall into the abyss o f  the unknown outcome. A leap o f the imagination puts us 

in touch with not linear time, but a tribal sense o f  time where past and future exist in the 

present. This is how “Every day is a reenactment o f  the creation story” (1994,18). It is 

only with our present creative imagination connected to the past that we can begin to 

create the future—to “emerge from dense unspeakable material, through the shimmering 

power o f dreaming stuff’ into the postcolonial world (1994,18). This is the new world 

where “Everything [is] as we imagined it. The earth and stars, every creature and leaf 

imagined with us” (1994,18). This poem partly explains why her descriptions o f the new 

world are deliberately vague; it is to emphasize that the rebirth o f the planet can’t  result 

from a single vision but requires “all the people o f  the world[‘s]” dance o f  the imagination 

at the edge/end o f  this world.

“The World Ends Here,” the second section o f The Woman Who Fell from the Skv 

takes us to the edge/end o f  space/time. But while she does address millenialist anxieties o f  

a worldwide cataclysm (particularly in “Wolf Warrior”) and individual deaths, these
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endings are also beginnings. In this way she continues with the main theme she began in 

the first part o f the book.6 This is also in keeping with her tribal/ Zen Buddhist logic o f 

interdependence “whereby since things cannot remain independent entities they necessarily 

include their opposites and turn into them” (LaFleur 77). In this way, ending becomes 

beginning, pleasure becomes pain, “small earth” (body) becomes earth, and vice versa.

This is the way the predawn can embody both the beginning and the ending o f a person 

and a world as it does in the poems “The Place the Musician Became a Bear,” and “The 

Dawn Appears with Butterflies.” In the former, there is “the lush stillness o f  the end o f a 

world, sung into place by singers and the rattle o f turtles in the dark morning” (1994, 51). 

Here, predawn is the setting for the end o f  a night and the end o f the life o f  Creek jazz 

saxophonist Jim Pepper, but it is also the setting for his rebirth into “lights in the Milky 

Way,” music, Brooklyn, and “the laugh o f  a bear” (1994, 51-2). In the latter poem, “The 

Dawn Appears with Butterflies,” predawn is conversely seen as “the beginning o f the 

World” and yet sets the scene for a burial.

Haijo’s sense o f  peace regarding death and rebirth, the natural cycle that is the 

inevitability o f opposites turning into each other, is contrary to the attitude o f a modernist 

poet such as T. S. Eliot. Eliot would only see the inevitability o f death/rebirth as a vicious 

circle that torments the modem man, who wishes only to die. Yet Haqo would probably 

agree with Eliot regarding the end o f one truly vicious circle, that o f  the victim and the 

victimizer. This is something that could perhaps only happen outside o f  the world o f  the
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easiest vision and the small self, and only in the leap o f imagination to “the field o f 

miracles” and tribal self.

“The Field o f Miracles” explores a place foreseen in the book’s prelude: “the land 

o f nightmares which is also the land o f miracles” (1994, xv). In “The Field o f  Miracles,” 

one is freed from “forced constructs” o f  linear time, published history, rationality, and 

given the freedom o f “the structure o f dreams.” In this space, Haijo further illustrates 

“tribal memory” which as I have noted earlier, bids the reader to awaken to a tribal sense 

o f time whereby the past and future are in the present. This is an aspect o f  self that 

understands all things as independent and having effect on each other. The poem should 

also be perceived (with crow’s eyes) as a Cubist painting that depicts past, present, and 

future and various points o f  view, all in a single moment, like “Picasso’s ‘Guernica’” 

mentioned by the narrator. In all these ways, “The Field o f Miracles” examines the 

intertwining lives o f  people and places who are victims or victimizes. We are shown the 

life o f one woman: as an abused child, as an ashamed, angry woman, as one who leaves 

without a good-bye, and one who returns with music. This woman who lives with “the 

nightmare o f  her childhood” abuse is connected to the “discovered” Americas and the 

surrounding sea, described as shamed, captive, and significantly, “a woman who had 

encountered the nightmare” (1994, 56). Also in the picture is the abusive father who has 

“the same bravado” as Columbus. And there is Columbus who “Sailed off the end o f the 

world,” turned the world inside out by dragging one “edge o f  the world (Europe) to
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another (the Americas), and forced his nightmare o f western values on the indigenous 

peoples.7

And finally there is the narrator who is neither victim nor victimizer. This narrator 

is perhaps the most important force in the poem; besides providing the poem’s unifying 

consciousness, she counteracts the destructive influence o f  Columbus and the brutal 

father. She does this in a number o f ways. She cares for the wounded woman, spending a 

whole year to help exorcise her nightmares o f abuse. She travels in the reverse o f 

Columbus’ voyage: from America to Italy to America, but makes no claims o f discovery 

and ownership. She understands the world by looking at an ordinary leaf and knows how 

all things are connected, while Columbus “travel[s] the whole o f the globe and leam[s] 

nothing” (1994, 51). And perhaps most important, she represents the beginning o f a new 

world in contrast to Columbus who exemplifies here “the end o f  the world;” he spelled 

the doom o f the Americas as it had previously existed for its indigenous peoples. Near the 

end o f the poem, moved by music, the narrator makes an amazing leap o f  imagination 

within the leap o f  imagination that is “the field o f  miracles.” This time the music is “the 

flute and drum” o f  a  Bolivian Indian band in Brooklyn. Hearing them in her memory 

“turning rhythm and sound into birds and stars” generates an insight and a transformation 

that echoes the creation myth o f  “A Postcolonial Tale”: “we were all revealed in the shame 

o f forgetfulness as the mystery o f  the Americas fled from captivity” (1994, 57). And at 

the same moment, the woman returns, appearing to be freed from her nightmares.
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Thus by being in the eternal present o f the field o f  miracles and standing outside 

the vicious circle o f  victim/victimizer, the narrator is able to undo damage done in the past 

that had somehow prevented the rebirth and freedom o f the Americas in the future. The 

end o f the world referred to here and throughout the book is shown to be the beginning 

edge o f the post Columbian, postcolonial world. While this emerging world seems 

frighteningly vague, Haijo is confident that we, the people at the edge o f the millennium, 

individually in each our own way, will have the courage to leave the easiest vision o f the 

self and the world behind and to take “that perfect leap into everything” that will create 

the world anew.
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Notes

1 Since She Had Some Horses (1983) to The Woman Who Fell from the Sky 

(1994). John Scarry has written perceptively on H aqo’s work from a slightly different 

time frame: from The Last Sons (19751 to In Mad Love and War (1990) in his 

“Representing Real Worlds: The Evolving Poetry o f  Joy Haijo,” World Literature Today 

66(2) (Spring 1992): 286-291. For another angle on fear in She Had Some Horses see 

John Crawford’s “Notes toward a New Multicultural Criticism,” A Gift o f Tongues, ed. 

Marie Harris and Kathleen Aguero, Athens: U  o f  Georgia P, 1989.157-168.

2 The reference to “the easiest vision” comes from Hasjo’s “Vision” (1983,41). 

In this poem she contrasts imaginative vision which enables one to see a  rainbow as 

spiritual “horses/ o f color/ horses that were within us all this time” with the “the easiest 

vision” that sees a rainbow only as a rainbow, an explanable object. This echoes Blake’s 

idea o f Newton’s “single vision” signifying a reductively rationalistic perception o f life vs. 

the creative imagination which unites one with nature and the divine.

3 Quotation from (1994, 7). Nancy Lang takes a different approach from mine 

regarding memory in “Twin Gods Bending Over: Joy Haijo and Poetic Memory,” 

MELUS 18(3) (Fall 1993): 41-49.

4 The five creation stories appear in “Reconciliation A Prayer,” “The Creation 

Story,” “The Woman Who Fell from the Sky,” “The Flood,” and “A Postcolonial Tale.” 

they are all very different poetic forms o f creation myths but all seem to point out that 

“Everyday is a reenactment o f  the creation story” (1994,18).
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5 Refer to Thompson 14-17, and 126-30.

6 The unity o f death/birth theme appears as early as “She Had Some Horses”:

She had horses who waited for destruction.

She had horses who waited for resurrection.

These were the same horses. (1983,64)

7 Columbus’ presence seen through “tribal memory” recalls a poem Haqo wrote 

more than a decade earlier, “New Orleans” (1983) where the speaker claims to have a 

hereditary or “blood” memory o f  the conquistador DeSoto. I think her idea o f tribal 

memory shows substantial improvement over that o f blood memory.
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